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Travel packages cause 
spring bre·ak confusiori 
by JoeUe Bartoe 
senior writer 
Spring break was not the dream vacation 
some tour groups promised. With late flights and 
unexpectedly cancele d ho te l reservations, it 
turned out to be more like a nightmare for sever-
al JMU students. 
Junior Lindsey Russell and a few of her 
friends booked a trip to the Bahamas with 
Endless Summer Tours and experienced flight 
and hotel reservation problems. 
RusseJJ said her group didn' t receive its plane 
tickets until the day il left for its trip. In addition, 
the tour group moved their charter flight, which 
was supposed to depart from Dulles Inter-
national Airport, to Baltimore-Washington 
International Airport. From there they flew to 
National Airport in Washinton, D.C. They finally 
took off for the Bahamas from Logan Inter-
national in Boston. 
When Russell and her friends finally boarded 
thc1r plane after traveling to Boston, they unex-
pectedly had to pay $20 each, which was used to 
pay for plane fuel, Russell said. 
"There were 360 people on the plane and at 
$20 per person, I think that'!> more than enough 
to pay for gas," she said 
nice hotel they booked through a Nassau travel 
agency affiliated with Endless Summer Tours, 
junior Monica Bodhe said, who traveled with 
Russell. 
Russell said, "It seems like everything wen t 
wrong." Difficulties with the plane and hotel 
reservations weren't the only problems, she said. 
Their package deal, which was supposed to cost 
$569 per person, became about $700 with the 
addition of unexpected costs. 
Bodhe said she is also surprised at how much 
more money she had to spend than originally 
planned. Although she had a good time and 
liked the hote l they s tayed in, Bodhe said she 
does n 't have much confidence in Endless 
Summer Tours. · 
"It was more of a hassle, so I don't think we 
would use the tour group again," she said. 
Bodhe said using a tour group is tempting, 
and she thinks she probably s till saved time and 
money. 
However, she s6id she is unsure what their 
trip would have cost if they had made all their 
plans themselv~. "I think it seems easier to go 
with a tour g roup, but sometimes it ends up 
worse," Bod he said. 
A phone call to Endless Summer Tours was 
not answcrt.'d. 
STEPHEN BOLrNGI.tta/f plrutuR'"f'lttt When Rus:,cll's group members finally arrived 
m Nassau, Bahamas, they found they didn't have 
re-crvations at the hotel. The hotel had apparent-
ly booked them for the wrong week, she said. 
Russell and her friends ended up staying at a 
Martha Russell, Russell's mother, tS outraged 
at how Endless Summer Tours treated her 
daughter and her daughter's friends. "ThiS sham A thousand laughs 
see BREAK page 2 Comedienne Simply Marvelous entertains students Saturday evening In the Highlands Room. 
Sister Souljah addresses impoftance of ~ocial unity 
Famous activist, author speaks about modification of race relations through education and increased awareness 
by Julian Walker 
cot1fributi11g writer 
Sister Souljah sparked a flame that advocated change 
and education through the pnnciples of Afrocentric-relat· 
ed unity during her !-.pcech Thursday night at Grafton 
Stovall Theatre. 
"Unity is wh~n each person reaches their maximum 
potenhal, everyone brmgs somethmg to the table to share 
w1th everyone else land) make the gather-
ing sucn>:;Sful," SouiJah said. 
SouiJah took JM U s tudents on an emo-
tional and enlightcnmg voyage through the 
American social psyche. She addressed 
topics ranging from racism to education 
and everything in between. 
The speech, scheduled to begin at 7:30 
p .m ., didn't start until almost 9 p.m., and Souljah 
the theatre was s till nearly full . . Sou ljah 
cited an emergency meeting at Bad Boy Entertainment 
headquarters in New York City, as the reason for her 
delay. The meeting stemmed from the brutal murder 
Sunday, March 9 of the Notorious B.l.G., an East Coast 
rapper. 
SoulJah is the executive director of Daddy's House 
SOCitll Programs Inc., a foundation fo r disadvantaged 
urban youth. She also teaches disadvantaged youths at 
Columb1a University on weekends and mak~ various 
speaking engagements during the week. 
Sh~ began her speech by giving a brief synopsis of her 
life and listing her cn.'dentials. Souljah grew up tn the 
Bronx. " 1 grew up in the ghetto, and we ate free peanut 
butter and cheese," she said. "At 16 I was a legislative 
mtern for the Republican Party. I didn't believe in 
Republican ideologies, but I wanted to find out about 
power because we didn't have ·any g rowing up in the 
ghetto." 
In high school she attended an Advanced Placement 
summer program at Cornell Umversity, and she rcce1ved 
a degree from Rutgers University in New jersey with a 
double major in American history and African studies. 
While in college, she spent a semester in Spa in at 
Salamanca University. 
Souljah has also trave led worldwide to countries 
including Africa, England, Holland, Fmland and France. 
Souljah's message focused on community-minded 
thinkmg as 1t relates to African and American societies, 
strcssmg the expansion of persbrial knowledge. 
"1 haw dedicated my entire life to the s tudy of African 
people, history and culture," she said. 
"The med1a proliferates misperceptions about MriC<l; 
when you arrive in Africa there are airport!> and house::. 
and streets It 1sn't the image you see on late-night televi-
SIOn with Sally Struthers begging for your 50 cent!> sur-
rounded by malnourished child ren with bloatl'd stom· 
achs," Sou,ah sa1d 
She also stressed the need for a return to 1dcals and 
common sense regarding such issues as womanhood, 
elders and marriage based on afrocentric thinking. 
"The definition of a woman in American society is cute 
and stuptd - a lot of women have achieved that," 
Souljah said "Women are afraid to be assertive. They arc 
docile, passive and belittle themselves. 
"In Africa, women are 360 degrees of power; they are 
the f1rst teacher and the mother of all," she sa1d . 
Conversely, SoulJah also criticized the s tate of modem 
manhood. " It's not automatic because you have hair on 
your chest and your balls drop down that you are a man. 
Men are in arrested development - physically they arc 
m the body of men, but mentally they have the minds of 
boys," she said. 
Souljah also condemned American morals and values. 
"The whoJc system of <tiitgand loving isn't cxplamcd to 
see SOUUAH page 2 
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contxWJed lh:lm pafe 1 
bit with these student travel agencies 
is really real," she said. HWe are 
going to go after Endless Summer 
Tours with complaints to the Better 
Business Bureau. It really irritates 
me that companies screw around 
with ldds," she said. 
Martha Russell said she tried to 
call Endless Summer Tours at least 
10 tunes during her daughter's trip, 
but they never returned her calls. 
She has already talked to people at 
two ABC television programs, 
"Turning Point" and "Prime Time 
Live," who plan to run stories on 
"bad" tour groups. 
"It is important for problem tour 
groups to be exposed," she said 
Endless Summer Tours wasn't the 
only cause of students' travel prob-
lems. 
Senior Jennifer Goodwill had 
originally booked her trip to 
Cancun, Mexico through a 
Blacksburg travel agent. 
She said her group was promised 
a luxury hotel on the beach. Before 
the group made a deposit, an inves-
tigation into the hotel proved other-
wise . 
"Our hotel was reaJJy nice, and we 
didn't have any problems with our 
lane II 
p ~will said they were pleased 
to find a bus waiting to take them to 
their hotel when they got off their 
plane. "It all seemed pretty well 
organized," she said. 
Junior Ashish Sarin also went to 
Cancun for spring break with 
friends, but they ended up encoun-
tering huge problems with their 
charter plane, A.V. Atlantic. He said 
their flight was postponed 24 hours, 
and they had to spend their first 
night of spring break at a Baltimore 
hotel. 
"They had us stranded there, and 
every two hours they would post-
pone the flight some more," Sarin 
said. 
Sarin said some students were 
seen live on ABC news during the 
early morning hours discussing the 
problems they encountered. 
Sarin's group had the same prob-
lem on its return flight, and a stu-
den t's father called the Federal 
Aviation Administration about the 
problem, Sarin said . 
Sarin's trip and flight was booked 
through Take A Break. 
JENNIFER BAKER/stnior pholographtr 
"We were getting ready to pay for 
it and we found out that our hotel 
wasn' t on the beach and it had pub-
lic bathrooms,'' GoodwiJJ said. 
'The charter was a real problem," 
Sarin said. ''Take a Break should 
have been more aware of problems 
with the plane. 
Self Serve 
Sophomore Matt Roblnlon ...,_the cenNII and cooks 
walftes at ~ durtrW &may ~Munch. 
As a result, Goodwill and he11 
friends booked their trip to Cancun 
with Student Travel Services .and 
they experienced no problems, she 
said. 
"They should have been more 
organized, and they should have 
known what they were getting us 
into," Sarin said. "It went fine for us," she said. 
SouUah~~~--~~~--~--~~------~----
continued 11om page l 
young people, and as a result there as chaos 
In America we don't connect sex with the 
creation of life. 
"Marriages fail because young couples try 
to plan their life after the wedding," she said. 
The role of elders in the community was 
another topic she addressed. 
"Whatever the elders do will set the trend 
for young people; what's wrong with the 
children is wrong with the adults," Souljah 
said. 
She broadened her bpeech beyond genera-
tional relatioruJtips to extend to the complex 
issue of rac1sm. "Rac1sm IS the system of 
power which coordinates the econom1c and 
education superionty of one race over anoth· 
er race or group of races. Power fuels racism 
because without power, there is no racism," 
she said. 
Speaking about African-Americans, 
Souljah said, "We have been educated to hate 
ourselves." 
She offered suggestions to help solve the 
rac1al problem in America Specifically 
speaking to white students, she said, "White 
students should read and unden;tand history 
and decide if they want to go along with the 
norm or change." 
Souljah suggested some books to the audJ-
ence including Tlw Autobiography of Malcolm 
X and her own book, No Disrrsp«t. 
The other topic she discussed extensively 
was spirituality. She stressed self soul-search-
ing and finding a personal spiritual identity 
"Prayer helps. J had to teach my~lf to pray J 
wasn't §are apout h!ligion :lnd n{}'Wt1'~iiiJO 
tuality,~ ~ ~td'tl f't.S}"'tt!"(]<.X1~ 'l'ilir.hot ~n 
if you're even real, and if you arc real I want 
you to introduce yourself to me so I can statement. She responded to the literature 
know you.' It is important to be in touch with by saying, 'Those statements are complete-
spiritual power," Souljah said. ly false." 
The reaction from the audience was over- Senior Akiba Byrd, issues and cultural 
whelmingly positive. "She was real; a lot awareness executive chair for UPB, which 
more people should have shown up. We was responsible for bringing Souljah to 
need to carry out some of the ideas she pre- JMU, summed up the audiences response to 
sented," senior Danielle Bridgeforth said. Souljah's speech. 
Souljah's.speech moved at least one s tu- "I've seen her speak to a group of black 
dent to tears. people, so I 
"She was abso- knew the 
lutely COrrect. "'Racism is the system of power effect It 
More people would have 
should open which coordinates the economic on them," 
their eyes and Byrd said. 
see past color," and education SUperiority of One "I think 
sop h o m o r e sometimes we 
A m a n d a race OVer another race Or GrOUp Oif as black peo-
Mustck said. 0 · , ple have to 
"The only races. Potver fuels racism because look deeper 
way we can in our educa-
save ourselves without power, there is no racism. II hOn and find 
is to get to things we can 
know each Sister Souljah relate to our 
other better activist, author own culture 
and stop --------------------- because we 
killing each other," Musick said. get taught by people who don't look like we 
Among all of the positive sentiments, do and who don' t come from where we 
however, a group of some students vocally come from. 
disagreed. "Tonight I got to experience a predonu-
Ouring the speech and subsequent auto- nantly white audience get taught by some-
graph session, members of the College one who doesn't look like them and who 
Republicans handed out flyers featuring an doesn't come from where they come from, 
alleged statement by Souljah from Till' and a majority of them still got the mes-
1 
Washington Post: "1 mean, if people kill black sa *:1" B.r.rd ~aid. l ever,y_~i'· wlw. not have a week nnd kill ~w..g_u~~Cii..W~.!2ll~~'ill..,;UI.!.!~!l!.!l~:ll-whi~~~ "J3UO!ls~c. 
However, SouJjah denied ever making the 
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NOW speaker urges 'make a difference' 
Women's rights activist en~ourages JMU students to get involved in social issues 
by Celeste Leg 
___ con_ tributing writn 
The keynote spet~ker from the 
National Organization for 
Women spoke abOut the need lor 
college students to get involved 
in social mc:M!Inents. 
RORmary Dempsey, acting 
vice president b NOW, louched 
on many aspects of social work 
in her speech at the 8th annual 
Social Work Celebration Day. 
Dempsey urged JMU studenls to 
.. get out there and make a differ-
ence., 
Dempsey emphasized how 
i.mpor1ant it is (or JMU students 
to realize their potential. *You 
are the people who determine 
what the culture is. Believe in 
yourselves, ~e in your ideas, 
because it is up to you to demand 
change. You can take over this 
prog~essive movement Ma..ke it 
your movement. make it the cul-
ture of the 20th a!l\tury ... 
1'oday"s campuses have 100 
percent more involved students 
than in the '60s. Dempsey said 
"the diffaaa is that we (today's 
students] have been labeled as 
apathetic." 
Young women in college are 
most in tune with today's issues. 
Dempsey said. • All of us 
[women) have elected to~ 
to get where we are, in terms of 
sharing the resources and the 
power in this country," Den!p8ey 
said. "We hne not gotten to the 
point where we are sharing the 
power (with men~" 
Society now perceives women 
differently, according to 
Den!pM!y. "Our whole cmcept of 
what is a ~ what is a woman 
has changed, .. Dempsey said. 
"lf society is going to 
progress, it's going to have to 
take an o1 itself with it, 
Dempsey also expressed her 
concern foe the misinllelpretation 
of the women's movement 
A women's movement is 
something that is "'international, 
multiracial, across class lines, 
having the potential to affect 
every relationship of power that 
exists in the world," Dempsey 
said. 
E.xplaining the roJe of NOW in 
the women's movement, 
Dempsey said, "NOW was 
founded by a group of people 
who had been appointed to over-
see the enforcement of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, as it applies to 
women,., Dempsey said. 
Dempsey also said the word 
"feminist" has been demonized. 
In reality, a feminist is anyone 
who believes in equality between 
men and women. 
Jen Chapman, a junior social 
work major, said, "(Dempsey] 
put feminism in a good perspec-
tive. lf feminism is just getting 
equality, then I am a feminist" 
points was very empowering, 
and she provided dramatic 
insights into the women's move-
ment and feminism." 
long way, where we are today 
did not come easily," Dempsey 
said. '1n the '60s, students took 
control or a t least tried to. 
Students energized the Civil 
Rights movement, the women's 
movement and many other 
movements during this period." · 
Cindy Agals, a junior social 
work major, said, "1ne manner 
in which Dempsey presented her 
Dempsey also spoke about 
the state of the women's move-
ment today. 
" Though we have come a 
Fall symposium to focus on 
violence in the community 
by Mitzi O'Rear 
senior turittr 
The deaths of JMU students Ann 
Olson and Keith O'Connell last October 
brought the national issue of violence to 
a lOcal level. 
Philosophy professor William 
O'Meara is chair of JMU's Fall 
Symposium Committee, which chose 
next fall's topic, "Violence: Its Causes 
and Its Remedies. II 
O'Meara said the topic is one for 
"national discussion, from the violence 
in the media to the terrible, real violence 
in our lives." 
Each year, the committee chooses a 
topic of academic and sodal interest to 
aiJ areas of the university. Last year the 
focus was on the '60s era. 
The week of Sept. 21 will include 
renowned speakers, panels and other 
events to draw discussion on violence 
in the country, in the community and 
on the college campus, according to 
O'Meara. 
The committee's choice for the sym-
posium stemmed from last fall's homi-
cides and growing violence in the 
Harrisonburg community. 
Commenting on the relevance of the 
violence issue to aU .academic depart-
ments, O'Meara said, "'So many acade-
mic disciplines study violence, and 
other areas are concerned with it as 
well, from student affairs to aU areas of 
student life." 
The week will begin with a panel 
from the sociology, psychology and 
anthropology departments addressing 
the broader effects of violence. On 
Tuesday a panel willlnclude represen-
tatives from the JMU and Hanisonburg 
Police departments and the 
Rockingham County Sheriff's 
Department Visiting scholars will also 
present their views on violence 
throughout the week. 
George Gerbner, dean emeritus of 
the University of Pennsylvania school 
of communications, will speak on vio-
lence in the media. He is known for his 
research in "cultivation analysis"- the 
idea that if people view violence in the 
media they wiU begin to shape their 
views and behaviors around it 
Marilou Johnson, assistant provost 
of the College of Arts and Letters, 
serves on the symposium committee. 
She said the committee hopes the week-
long c:liscussion will bring people to the 
real questions of violence in our society 
including 'What is the root of it? How 
do we reign it? What would we have to 
do to change our assumptions of vio-
lence?" 
Johnson said the panels and speak-
ers should be "great for students who 
see SYMPOSIUM page 9 
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"'Our F11tnlly Cltn Be Your F1111111y• 
1552 S. High Street- 434 4463 
PALM SUNDAY/HOLY WEEK/EASTER SCHEDULE 
PALM SUNQAY- SUn., March 23- Worship Servtce - 9:30a.m. 
MAUNQY THURSQA YSEBVICES. IIMr:h 2T- 6:30p.m. 
lnclt.Jtla Light FtJ/IowM/p ,_,, Communion, 
Md "T~ofSiultlotw . • 
EASTER SUNDAY 
7:00 A.M ..... Sunrtae Service 
Contintlnllll Brukfut ID follow 
In Fellowship HMI 
9:30 A.M .. • • . Worship Service 
(No Sundlly School) 
7:00P.M . . . .. Harmonia Sacra Hymn Sing 
4 , ..... ... : , 
Are you looking for a challenge, fun, hard work and the best summer 
of your life? Camp Easter Seal in VIrginia has job openings as 
camp counselor and program directors. Worlc with children and adults 
with physical disabilities or mental retardation in a beautiful outdoor 
setting. All majors welcome to apply. Great experience especially 
for 0. T., P. T. Speech or Recreation majors. College credit may be 
available. Work with dedicated, caring staff from across the U.S. and 
around the world. Room, board and salary provided. 1-800-365-
1656; Camp Easter Seal; P.O. Box 5496, Roanoke, VA 24012 for 
application and information. 
Where's everyone going? 
Come see for yourself! 
College Park- Ashby Crossing, L.L.C. 
1235 F Devon Lane • Open Monday - Saturday • 432-1 001 
Luxury 4-bedroom apartments · 2 full bathrooms · microwaves · 
icemakers · dishwashers · private bedrooms · washer/dryer · hot 
tub · pool · student services center · ceiling fans · lighted parking 
• basketbaiVvolleybaiVtennis courts • picnic area · professional 
management on-site · 24-hour emergency service· double beds 
weight/exercise room · designer furniture included • and morel 
Intramural Tennis DoubiM 
Sign-ups Sam - 5pm 
Intramural Soccer Officials 
alnlc, 4- 6pm, UREC 
Group Instruction Room. 
Intramural Indoor Spccer 
Sign-ups, Sam - 5pm 
All Applications for May, 
Summer & Fall Positions 
are due to the Welcome 
Center by 5pm. Join the 
UREC teaml 
lntremurallllllll-. 
Frisbee Offlcl8la Clinic, 
4 - 6pm, UREC Group 
Instruction Room. 
lntremural Ultimate 
Frtabee Slgn-upa 
Sam -Spm 
•waJkJng Ia for vour· 
7pm, UREC Group 
Instruction Room 
•uap&eomp.aa• 
9- 11pm, UREC Group 
Instruction Room 
I 
Where's everyone going NOW? 
.. - .. 
Look~ f'ree food~ 
Pizza & drinks compliments of 
College Park- Ashby Crossing, L.L.C. 
1235 F Devon Lane 432-1001 
Come on over to our 1 at Annual Roommate Rendezvous to 
meet your new roommate! 
March 20, 1997, from 5:30 to 7:30p.m.! 
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CollpieS Use different means to adopt children 
Newspq,per classified ads, private adoption agencies popular methods for prospective parents 
1- JacacneliDe c--L a5 adoptive parents, YOU have more con• demand. "The Wait for a child is often twO 
"1 tri6utin~ 
1 
uu-. trol over the situation. to four years," She said. " And when you're 
con ting writn Both Karen and David said private ready to start a family, you don't want to 
The number of ~les ~ 71tt Breeu adoption isn't a favored choice for adop-- walt that long." 
~to lidvertile their df8ire to adopt tive parents only. It's also the way most David also said the long wait is one of 
children has ~ from one in October y~ women with a crisis pregnancy pre-- the main problems with adoption agen-
and two in Decmlber to five in the March fer to deal with adoption. cies. "'You have to sign up, pay a fee and 
13 issue of 7llt Bnar- Mib and Denise Deeentl~ began LS.ng then wait indefinitely on the agency's 
Karen. who is using 17tt Brm~ dassi- Tht Brttze classifleds to advertise their waiting list," he said. 
fieds to adopt, said advertising in the cJas.. tteSin! to adopt. and they aiso ad9ertise in However, the couples also sald all had 
sifieds is one 01. the beSt ways to pursue a other pa~ already received phone calls from poten-
private adoption. P r i v a t e ·~ 1: 0 tia 1 birth 
.Karen and her hiisbimd, Guy, have a 4- adoption is ~ ~ ~ mothers, but 
year-oJd boy they adopted aft!r advertiY better b«ause ·~. .;;. ~ "for one rea-
ing through the clagdfied section of anoth- the adoptive ~ ~ son or anoth-
er newspaper. parents re· ~ er," none had 
"This is our second time around," ceive much ' worked out 
Karen said. "J know lots of couples who more infoana- T h e 
have adopted chJidren this way." tion on the most recent 
David and Meg, another couple who is birth parents phone call 
usin& TM Brme and other newspapers' than is possi- David and 
classified sections to adopt a child, also ble with an Meg received 
know ,others who have SUC<.'eS51ully adopt- adoption ag- was from a 
ed children thrOugh a newspaper's classi- ency and vice married cou-
fieds. versa, Denise pie - adop· 
A~5ording to David, many couples said. tion's "biggest 
who iKfVertise in the clas5ifieds learned of With pri- red flag," 
this option through organizations like vate adop· ) David said. 
FaU:,:j: for Private Adoption, which is tions, like "'We've been 
cen: in Washington. D.C those facilitat- taught that 1'h.fs organization doesn't control the ed through the dassifieds, "there is a tittle manied couples are a big red flag because 
adoption; it simply performs the required more of a choice for everyone involved," they decide they have to make room in 
legal ._and informs the prospective par- Denise said. their family for the child, so they probably 
ents cl their ~ties, he said. "'The prospective adoptive parents get won't call back." 
Fafnilies for Private Adoption first con- to meet and w«k with the birth mother After a birth mother caJls, David said, a 
duds~ required '"home study'" on the cou- and fcither; Denise saki. "'It gives you real meeting is set up at which both parties dis-
pie 'iishing to adopt, David said. This important information that you can pass cuss their goals and desires. II an agree-
home study includes extensive back- on to the child and there is a sort ol c~ mentis made, the adoptive parents contact 
gro\1(\d and FBI chedcs, and aU prospec- sure." their lawyer and C\00 hire one for the birth 
tive ~parents must take it. One of the problems with asioption parents. Adoptive parents provide any 
"We pursue private adoption because, agencies, Denise said, is supply and medical expenses and foUow-up caN asso-
cia ted with the birth of thetr new baby. 
Suzan Lord, who works at the 
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center, said the 
center refers clients to adoption agencies 
that will take good care of the birth parents 
and provide foUow·up care. 
"'Lots of [adoption) agencies look out 
for the adoptive parents," Lord said. The 
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center offers 
many services to pregnant women, includ-
ing pregnancy testing and counseling, 
options counseling and educational pro-
grams. The center discusses risks associat-
ed with abortions, but it doesn't offer abor-
tion services or refer clients to abortion 
clinics. 
Th.e center sees about 900 clients a year. 
Roughly one-third of these clients are 
between the ages of 19 and 24, Lord said. 
Many of these women, however, are 
repeat clients or females who come for a 
hee p~ test, and the test is nega-
tive. 
Fewer than five of the center's clients 
choose adoption each year, Lord said The 
most common option is termination of the 
pregnancy. 
"Adopti6n is a totally selfless deci· 
sion, • Lord said. "With adoption, the 
mother is choosing what is best lor another 
person and not~ only of herself." 
"This is because the parents have made 
a conscious d~on to bring a child into 
their family and they are extremely pre-
pared," Lord said. ,. Although no family 
life is perfect. the&e parents generally pro-
vide better circunistances for the children." 
The }MU Health Center also offers 
pregnancy and options cOUI\5eling to preg· 
I 
' I 
SCOM professors stress volunteerism JMU students will teac.h 
see ADOPT page 9 
&fc human communication studmts mtmain~d by visiting_ speaker; teachers technology skills 
resep:rch arta volunteer agencies for background on class speech projects by;Bill F~ local te~chers "in using and 
\ 1 • confn1mting writer deve.lopmg te.chnology-~a.~d 
by Katie W"alaileth somewhere, they don't have to you're interested m. . learning materials and actiVIties 
~ contributing miter sign up through CS.L As part ol .. It's a quick way to find out The Corporation for Public (in the dal6room~ • 
~ 1 " ttwir pro;ect, students will con- about a lot ol volunteer opportu- Broadcasting awarded )MU's JMU students will learn about Two professors are giving duct an intflView with the con- nities,• Shumate said education program $5,000 to the Internet and computer tech-
infon:"ative speecl\-writing a tact person. ftSelich the agency Students are not required to teach technology skills to nology. Beginning next week. the 
new s~in by comb~g it with and write and present an infor· volunteer, but Moser hopes this Rockingham County school students will interact with local 
volun.-L ; mative speech to the c:ta.. program will get them interesled teachers. teachers once a week to teach 
In~ attempt to inake learn- Mc.r and Willimns decided in volunteering in the Charles Dubeunic, associate them how fD use the technology. 
lng more interesting and to 10 collillbondt wilh CS-L because Harrisonburg arN now or in the professor of library science and The biggest skill Dubezenic 
emphasize volunteeiism, ass& students often chose frivolous future. education media. secured a grant wants his students to come away 
tant professor ol speech commu- topics or found it difficult even to Senior Susanne Dobrick for )MU among SO grants award- with is proficiency in dealing 
nication Sherry Williams and select a subject. Having to pick a thinks this program will boost ed to schools on the east coast. with information. His students 
instructor of speech communica- specific agency gives the student student interest in volunteering. Dubezenic and two of his col- will learn how to navigate the 
tion Ray Moser are utilizing more structure, Moser said. "It probably will get students leagues, Ray Ramquist, director World Wide Web and to create 
Community Service-Learning to "(I have been) reading involved because they'll be inter- o1 the educational media labora- their own Web pages. They com· 
teach informative speectt.making through a lot of material about ested in the agencies that they tory, and David Zimmerman, municate with each other and 
in their SCOM 121 classes. Generation X," Moser said. choose," she said. associate professor of library sci· Dubezenk through e--mail and an 
"'There was a need to have the 1hey're thought about negativ~ To introduce the volunteering ence and educational media, will electronic bulletin board set up 
oral communication skills be ly, although recent reports have program to their students in a use the SS,(n) .,Next Step Grant" exclusively for members of the 
learned in context so it wasn't told us that there is a higher per- new way, Moser and Williams tocany out the plan. project. 
just mental gymnastics," Moser c:entage of volunteers in th.is gen- invited Rick Hill, director of The grants go to universities The grant money covers the 
said. "'We want (students] to be eration than in any previous gen- JMU's chapter of Habitat for with the best proposals for work- cost of the program's opening 
able to use these skills to help eration. • Humanity and the Presbyterian ing with local school systems. and dosing seminars and pro· 
make the world a better place." Sophomore Kristie Shumate Campus Ministry, to speak to aU CPB's goal is "to foster vides each JMU student with a 
Each of their 90 students said picking a specific agency four sections about volunteering changes in the way [high schools) $50 stipend for gas. The remain-
signed up to interview volunteer rather than any topic for a speech and leadership. teach in order to have better ing funds will be used for tech-
agency contacts in their clas~ is a good idea. Hill discussed his experiences teaching and learning through nology resources in the program. 
periods. Agencies students will "I think it's really interesting with Habitat for Humanity, the collaboration with the universi- One of the project's many 
contact indude the Virginia to know what's out there," she campus ministry and how he ties," Dubezenicsaid. goals is to give JMU students 
Special Olympics, the American said. "''m interested in hearing incorporates his love of music Dubezenk's proposal to bene- hands-on e'tperience using the 
Heart Association, Valley Miss· everyone's speech. It's a really into volunteer experiences. fit Rockingham County schools knowledge they gain in their 
ion and Mercy House. good opportunity to find out calls for 19 students in jMU' s I 
!f s~c:!~nts already volunt~r about volunteering in the areas see SCOM page 9 education program to assist 21 see TECHNOlOGY page 9 
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• 
get Safe and get Fit fJass sbh~ 
... One 3-week class offers both! .'lllorr;-;.,7 
This exercise/fitness class focuses on muscle memory to aid in recollection 
in the event of an attack. Moves are practiced with an active step workout. 
Sign up a friend & get 10% offl All fitness abilities are welcome. 
Tuesdays 7-9 p.m., March 18-Aprill 
Cost:$20 for members of VWC, $35 for non-members 
Sign up now/ Call 434-6224 
aaa~~OP~~~ 
(540) 433-1177 
91 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Lunch: Monday - Saturday 
II :00 a.m. - 2:30p.m. 
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 
5:00p.m.- 9:00p.m. 
SpeCializing in Non-
vegetarian/Vegetarian Indian Cuisine 
Come to ••• 
a benefit concert for JMU·s 
©amPus@ ssault(~E~sPonse beiPine. 
March 16 & 17 at 
• 
I 
-r HE 0 ,-.-·--i ,_ I .. I • ~ ~ 
I 
·- ... -- -.:.. 
,..,...,. -- --~-~-- - - ; -
...... - . - - -..J- -~ ~ ~ ~ - -
bands start at 6:00MPOmNDAY 
SUNDAY 
Manute Soul 
Sons of Icarus 
Yutlo 15udat 
• 
Aaron Wellman & friends 
Thermos 
Sedamentreous 
Boxturtle 
Shield f e1t Pomt/ 
tbe Blackheads 
-Come join the fun and suPPort a sreat causel 
I 
-IN -BRIEF 
; 
HEY, NEED A RIDE? I 
• EQUAL meeting. Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 5 p.m. 
• Speaker Bob Deans, journalist with Cox Newspapers, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 12, 5 p.m. 
• American Criminal Justice Association meeting, 
Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 6:15p.m. 
• Rep. Bob Goodlatte(R-Va), sponsored by Student 
Government Association, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 6:30p.m. 
• Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
• rm.404,7p.m. 
• Phi Chi Theta executive meeting. Zane Showker Hall, 
rm. G-2, 7 p.m. 
• Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306, 7 p.m. Details: Michelle, x6887. 
• Stress Reduction/Relaxation Workshop, Warren Hall, 
Highlands Room, 7-9 pm. 
• Freshman class council meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
8:30p.m. 
• Flrst Right meeting, Taylor Hall, ~· 305, 9 p.m. 
!TUESDAY 181 
· • Circle K meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 306, 6 p.m. 
• Student Education Association meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 400, 6:30p.m. Details: Cindy, 564-2n32. 
• College Democrats meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 30-l, 
7 p.m. Details: Jamie, 4J3..2B07. 
• AED National Premedical Society meeting, Hamson 
Hall, rm. A205, 7 p.m. 
• Psychology Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
Details: Heather, x5942 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
7:30p.m. Details: Gary,433-4872. 
·• The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, nn. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541 . 
• Open Mlc Night, Taylor Down Under,B-10:30 p.m. 
!WEDNESDAY· 191 
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor .Ha.lL nn. 404, 
5p.m. 
• "Charting Unknown Waters: Overview of Career 
Services," Sonner Reception Hall, 5-6 p.m. 
• Outing Club meeting, Keezell Hall, nn. 105, 6:.30 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 7:30p.m. 
• Take Back the Night Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 200, 8 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407. 
• Evening Prayer, CCM House, 9:30 p.m. 
!THURSDAY lOI 
• EARlli meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 5 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m. 
e "Preparing for an Interview," presented by Office of 
Career Services, Sonner Reception Hall, 4-5 p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby., 6 p.m. 
e CCM Folk Group practice, CCM House, 7 p.m. 
• Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Warren Hall, Highland5 Room, 8 p.m. 
Situations in which the most 
Americans say reliability of 
their car Is most Important: 
Russian Immigrant, 18, charged with 
Cosby murder could face execution 
LOS ANGELES- The young Russian immigrant who 
could face the death penalty if convicted of killing Ennis 
Cosby was an above-average student who struggled to fit 
in, aspired to be a gang member and spent time in a 
juvenile camp, classmates and school offidals said. 
'We just thought he wa.c; a little white boy who wanted 
to be a 'cholo' (gang member)," said Olga Medina, 18, a 
former classmate at Los Alamitos High School. "He was a 
wannabe. He wanted to be a gang member." 
Mikail Markhasev, 18, was charged with murder 
Friday for the slaying of Cosby, 27, the only son of 
entertainer Bill Cosby. Markhasev was also charged y.rith 
attempted robbery and use of a firearm during 
commission of a crime. 
He did not enter a plea and wiU be held without bail 
until his next court appearance March 28. 
Bill Cosby's only comment, as he entered his New 
York City apartment on Friday: "Jurisprudence" It was 
his first public comment since a faP.'iiY statement was 
issued after the arrest. 
Police say Markhasev randomly chose Cosby for a 
robbery attempt, shoob.ng him as he was changing a flat 
tire near a freeway off-ramp on Jan. 16. Police say they 
have recovered the gun used in the slaying and a cap 
wom by the kiJler. 
The allegation that Cosby was killed during an 
attempted robbery is a so-called "special circumstance'' 
that, if upheld at trial, could aUow prosecutors to seek the 
.death penaJty. 
Markhasev and his mother came to the United States 
about eight years ago from Lvov, Ukraine, an industrial 
and cultural center of 800,000 people. He attended a 
number of Los Angeles-area schools. 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
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• Muslim Coalition Taylor HaU, rrn. ill:.-...-......,..,......_ ___ 
8 p.m. Details, Shabana or x7746. "'nn,.l~c 
Going to a Job 
lnterv~ew 
Driving to work 
Picking up kids 
from school 
Appearing in court 
Former senator receives big bucks 
for undercover 'Donnie Brasco' ties 
CHARLOITESVTLLE - Former State Sen. Ed Robb, 
who infiltrated the Mafia with another wiseguy 
impersonator in the early 1980s, isn't mentioned in the 
newly released movte "Donnie Brasco." 
But as an undercover FBf agent, Robb was a maJOr part 
of the story, running a nightclub in Aonda that attracted 
Mafios1-like flies. 
Columbia/TriStar, the film company that made the 
movie detailing Joseph D. Pistone's undercover life m the 
Mafia, thought enough of Robb's real-life involvement in 
·the supposedly true-to-life movie that they pa1d h1m a 
substantial fee a few months ago, sa1d Robb's former 
campaign manager, Brian Campbell 
Robb, who works for the state Department of 
Correctional Education, won't disclose the amount of the 
deal. 
"There are legal reasons why I C<ln't talk about it," 
Robb said. 
Campbell said, ''You know it's a pretty good chunk of 
change when Ed shuts up when a reporter calls him." 
Robb represented Charlottesville as a Republican state 
senator from 1992 to 1995. He was a career FBI agent 
before setting up a private investigation business in 
Charlottesville in 1990. 
In his 20-year can:.>Cr, Robb went undercover in various 
operations in Virginia, Aorida and elsewhere, while his 
family was safely at home in Charlottesville. 
One of the more famous operations he and Pistone ran 
together was dubbed Project Coldwater, set up in Florida 
to infiltrate the gambling business and catch local 
wiseguys - the Mafia's s lang name for its members. 
Robb, who went by the alias Tony Rossi, worked with 
Pistone, who called himself Donnie Brasco. 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
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e, Human Sexuality Workshop F 
'N~w Strategies for Improving 
Relationships" 
Presented by: 
James C. Wad ley 
.Human Sexuality 
· Consultant 
Monique S. Howard 
Human Sexuality 
Educator 
University of Pennsylvania 
Thursday. March 20. 1997 p TCohspoun~redlbt~ p Bo .. rd . 
7 
e nr vers y rog ram 04 
:00 PM to 8:45 PM The Center for Mu1Ucultura1 Student Services and 
Taylor Hall 405 The Sehoo1 or Education and Psychology 
P REGISTRATION REQUlRED; PLEASE CALL x6991 (MARCH 17-20) F 
eamp HeQrtland - <Journey of Hope 
Due to overwhelming support and interest, the eamp Heartland Kids are back 
aga•n to· speak about living with 141DS. 
CAMP•HEARfLAND 
''([ogether we fight the fear of ~'DS'' 
}Vlonday, }Vlarc h 24 
Co- ..---Wilson Hall 
/ ~- 9 PJVl 
spo"&s;red UPB I / 
..... .... ,......... " 
JYlEE 14D}VliSSIOftl and Students 1 ~~~ for eamp v. " 
Heartland ~......::-·" 
rs open at 7PM 
00ShoW at &PM 
$10 wiJAC card 
(limit 2) • 
$15 general pubb~, 
tloorseats, and a 
the door 
Tickets 
are available at 
.., locations . the following 
narren H 11 . Town and a Box Ottlce ~~sc Jockey i,~~fua Recorda ~", 9 (Harrlsonb~!Valley Mall) 
arlottesvme I g and both 
ocatlona) 
I 
c .... ---~------- ------- ·~·-·-: - -.· ,-
Symposlum _____ ~........._._~-------
contlnued from,. 3 
hear about it [violence] in the classroom 
but don'tget to perceive it on the outside." 
Along with the symposium's discus-
sion on violence in the world and in the 
local community, sexual Assault 
Education Coordinator Hillary Wing-Lott 
will address the issue of violence on the 
college campus. 
She said she hopes to have a panel of 
students, including a victim of sexual 
assault or domestic violence and, if possi-
ble, a student offender who has gone 
through her program. 
Wing-Lott said she hopes students' 
views on violence will change as a result of 
more discussion . "We don't need to be 
Police Log __ 
contmued from page 3 
allegedy kicked and beat a vencing machine in 
the breezeway between Wilson and Keezell halls 
at 1:30 p.m. March 10 
The youths aftegecty littered the area outside 
the breezeway with food wrappers while lour9ng 
near the rose garden. When chaHenged by a staff 
member, they departed through the rose garden, 
making disrespectful comments 
None of the youths appeared to be college 
age. 
Underage Consumption of Alco-
hoiiDisorderly Conduct 
• A student was charged ju<iciaJiy with underage 
consumption of alcohol and disorderly conduct for 
allegedly causing a disruption in a residence hall 
room at 1 :09 a.m. March 13. 
Number of drunk In public charges since Jan. 7: 
34 
panicked or obeeseed [with violenceL" she 
said, ''but educated on it." 
Sh• said her hope is for all areas of 
HairiSonburg Hto bec001e more ol a com~ 
munity; you're only a community if you 
work together toward a common goal, 
and that is a violence-free community." 
The symposium committee also plans 
for discussions on violence in history, 
including a lecture from author and U.S. 
historian Richard Slotkin about violence in 
religion and the alternatives to punish-
ment in education. 
The committee is also planning a panel 
on mediation and conflict resolution and a 
dramatic JX>rtrayal of violence in our soci-
ety by the theater department. 
Adopt __ _ 
contmued from page 5 
nant students, but according to Ann 
Simmons, coordinator of health education 
and wellness programs, many don' t 
choose adoption. Simmons was unable to 
provide exact statistics regarding the num-
ber of students who choose adoption year-
ly. 
Simmons keeps an information file on 
adoption in her office about agencies, pri-
vate adoption opportunities and biogra-
phies of families wishing to adopt for any 
student interested in placing her child with 
adoptive parents. 
Looking in The Breeze to find adoptive 
parents is definitely an option, Simmons 
said. But she said she doesn't know of any 
JMU students who have responded to ads. 
Sources' last names were nol used m thiS arti-
cle lo protect their conftdmliallty. 
Speech Communication Lllleral Studies 
Credit By Exam Program 
A special offer for those students who have 
passed the written test within the past three 
years has been authorized for this 
·semester!! If you passed the written test 
but did not complete the oral presentation, 
you may deliver that presentation this 
semester on Saturday, April 19th. If you 
meet the minimum requirements for the 
oral presentation, you will earn the 3 credits 
for SCOM 122 which meets the Liberal 
· Studies oral skill requirement. 
For this semester only, arrangements 
have been made to waive the credit by 
exam fee. All you have to do is contact 
Dr. Rena Robinson at x6757 to get all of 
the details or check out our info page at 
www 
- -~ -
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TechnOIOgy~- SCOM -___,;_._~ 
contincJtKJ from ,.. 5 
Education 370 class. The class is an under-
graduate instructional technology course 
in which students learn how to manipulate 
computers and software to enrich their 
teaching curricula. 
The experience of working at 
Rockingham County schools is very help-
ful for students because they will apply 
their knowledge and incorporate what 
they've learned into teaching, Oubezenic 
said. 
For the last three years, the sta te of 
Virginia has provided funding for 
Rockingham County Public Schools to 
purchase computer equipment and soft-
ware. As of December 1996, every 
Rockingham County classroom is 
equipped with computers, Internet access, 
mectia centers and computer labs. 
Dubezenic likes the Internet as an 
approach to education because "part of a 
large revolution in education now is that 
the teacher is not the fountain of knowl-
edge," he said. 
He believes students are be tter off 
exploring the Internet on their own and 
sharing information with one another. 
'1'm not afraid to have my students know 
more than I do," DubezenM; said. 
After the project, the' JMU s tudents 
wiU have practical experience which will 
benefit them as they proceed into their 
teaching careers. 
junior Jennifer l<opf is one of the stu-
dents participating in the program and 
hopes it will aid her teaching career. 
"It's good because I' ll be able to apply 
the things I've teamed to the classroom," 
Kopfsaid . 
continued from~ 5 
Sophomore Cindy Campbell liked the 
change of pace. 'This is the first time in my 
two years here that we've had a guest 
speaker (in class)/' she said. 
Hill said volunteering is an important 
part of an individual and how a person's 
volunteer efforts reflect their beliefs and 
faith. 
"You act out your faith in your every-
day life," Hill said. "Everything you do is 
based on your faith - whether you know 
It or not, whether you llke it or not" 
Hill discussed the importance of the 
meaning behind volunteer work. 
People s hould use volunteer ing to 
actively pursue solutions to the world's 
problems, he said. 
'1 don' t think think we ought to [volun-
teer! to have a nice sentence or two on our 
r~m~," Hill said. 
"1 believe that in each of these areas 
there are tools there that will help us 
develop our leaders hip s kills," he sa id. 
" Leadership s kills are things you can 
develop." 
Moser says he hopes that through 
exposure to different types of volunteer 
opportunities, research for the infonnative 
speech and Hill's speech, students will 
learn giving to others is a lifelong occupa-
tion. 
Attention news wrlten! 
6#6,6#6 
There will not be a news 
meedng today. Call x6699 if 
you'd like to write. 
IN MEAII~H ttF A Fl311' 
Gttttlt t'llN 
. 
TO SERVE AS SUIYIJ.WER 
ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS!!! 
If YOU POSSESS THE f{)tLOWING, WE WANT TO TALK TO 
YOU!! 
• LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL 
• POSITIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
• A DESIRE TO WORK WITH STUDENTS, FAMILY, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF 
• INTEGRilY 
• GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING (2.5 OVERALL GPA) 
• GOOD OISCIPUNARV STANDING 
• PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES 
. 
DON'f HOLD OUT!tt FILL. OUT AN ORIENTATION 
ASSISTANT APPLICATION AND RETUR.N IT NO 
LATER THAN 5 PM, MONDAY, MARCH 24, 
TAYlOR 205, MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER 
-.. , 
/ 
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-ro -~-~-~M-~-~~_·"_7~~-~~~j EDITORIAL ~ ~~~~~~~ 
A<; A- ~~ ~ r: llbK 11-\E 
l,., \13~ ~ ~MMAr'<l"ZI~ WHA-T 
'tAcH oF you {,Al (L..L ~-1\-gt,.y >A:V 
~ ~ -rne- Mrer]IJG. ~'(, Mb-
'ResuL-11~6; "l::)EL\S"IOM tc:; oN r-AAt· 
fiv'E" l<~HT HET<E. 1<8\l> 1,-cM<£-
FVLL--Y so -rlb~r You• u.- kNOW 'JUS~ 
· WHf\T WE'vE AG~EE-b oiJ · · · 
Carrier detached from JMU 
To guide any organization, including a uni-versity, effectively, a leader needs to com-municate directly with the group's mem-
bers. Sending out an occasional press release is 
not enough - people need to hear real words 
from a real person, and they need a pair of real . 
ears to listen to their comments. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier recognized at 
least part of this truth when 
The university community applauds Carrier's 
effort to speak to its members March 4, but he 
needs to reach beyond this occasional speaking 
engagement to interact with the people he 
wants to lead. 
For faculty and staff, as well as students, see-
ing our president on campus occasionally 
would create a much more welcoming atmos-
he s~o~e to facu!ty, staff and ~~The university 
admm1strators m a packed . 
Wilson Ha ll auditori um COmmuni:t applauds 
phere for his leadership initia-
tives. In other words, we want 
to feel like he knows, and 
cares about, what's going on at 
JMU, not just in Richmond 
and Washington, D.C. 
March 4 about the university's · ' 
need for funding and the Carrzer s e ort ... but 
increasing necessity for auton- he nee s to reach 
OIDY_ a'!'ong faculty members. beyond this OCCasional S1mtlar meetmgs have 
Although Carrier's 
speech did iriform members of 
the JMU communityabout 
issues relevant to them, it still 
left part of tha t image of an 
ideal leader unfulfilled. 
occurred in the past several speaking en~agement to 
years at the request of the . . h [ 
.Employee Advisory znteract Wlf f e peop e 
Com~ittee. ~athy Shul~r, he wants to [ead. " 
comm1 ttee cha1rperson, 'icud 
His ears were missing, or 
a t least not in usc. Carrier 
they "help the staff reconnect 
with the mission of the university. They· really 
appreciate it," according to the March 13 Breeze .. 
This statement has one major flaw. University 
faoulty and staff shou ldn ' t feel grateful that 
Carrier spoke to them - it's an essential part of 
his job. 
And the packed auditorium, over Spring 
Break no less, should ind1cate to him that people 
want to hear him speak and are more than will-
ing to learn aoout what's happening within 
their university. They just have to be offered the 
opportunity. 
walked onstage, delivered his 
speech, and contrary to a press release's previ-
ous statement that he would answer questions, 
he walked off the stage immediately. 
Here's a helpful hint: in addition to appearing 
in public occasionally, it's also a good idea to 
stop and hsten to what people have to say. It's 
amazing how many good ideas people can 
share about improving issues they care about. 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of tl1e editori-
al board wfziclr consists of the editor, managing editor 
nnd tlze opinion editors. 
KaTen &,an ... ~ 
""' lll•l rll L, W aM • • • ofHnUm editor 
Kara o,lmte ... ~editor 
Ktfky M. Blassi~ . .• asst. OINnion editor 
Ltrt~n to rile editor ~ld be no lll()re rhan 500 words, columns th..lllld 1--e nt) more 
d1.1n 800 w.n<h, and bc•th •·ill be puhluhtd un a .$Jl8CC available h.uis. Thc:y mux he 
- --------=------=-- -
Dan ... 
A "hope-you-had·fun" dart to the members of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity who embarrassed 
JMU and the Greek system over spring break by 
offering their services to Habitat for Humanity in 
Miami only to back out after half a day's work. 
Sent in by a swdent who knows how ~warding 
and fun community service is and knows those guys 
really missed out. 
Pae ... 
A "thanks-for-all-the-support -and-encouragement" 
pat to Jenny RudaJf, the best hall director White Hall 
could ask for. 
Sent in by suite A30/ ,whc appreciates her sincere 
concern for her residents. 
Dan ... 
A "you-can't-fool-me" dart to D-hall for putting 
those cheap cornflakes in the Nut and Honey Crunch 
bin. 
Sent in by a Nut and Honey Crunch lover who 
knows the difference. 
Pae ... 
A "thanks-for-the·hard-work" par to Lee Shifflett 
of Campus Police for being so cooperative in the 
effort to produce an orientation vtdeo for Human 
Reo.,ou rces. 
Sent in by WI apprec.imh•e \•ideo coordinator who 
understands the complu:atto11s of scheduling. 
Dan ... 
A "smoking's-bad·for-your-baby-too" dart to the 
pregnant faculty member who was smoking a 
cigarette while walking across the Quad. 
Se111 in by a concerned student who smokes but 
would kick the lmbll in the interest of an unbom 
child. 
Pat ... 
A "good morning" pat to the smtling employees at 
PC Dukes who manage Lo be brtght and cheery even 
t'8 a.m.ms ~m ~&rrr o l .9a J nmuom: 1G<Jv v1 
nrrbr.<Senr1fflf)y a W1ti1PFtr-~cntf;'f1 'dl!~riJt~®-titlr;t~~ 
dawn and tries to bt• equally briglttand cheerful. 
I 
' 
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JMU administration demonstrates 
lack of Integrity In Drln ell flrlnl 
TotM !diDr: 
administration's views that the men's basketbali team is in 
trouble academically, perhaps they should do better, but is 
Lefty to blame here? He did what he was paid to do -
coach basketball. To address the administration's claims 
that Lefty has fallen out of favor with the JMU communi-
ty, I have to say that is a huge assumption. Did they speak 
for me? I am a member of the JMU community. Nobody 
asked mt if Lefty has fallen out of my favor. 
Mercy House grateful for support 
from JMU students, organizations 
To the Ecltor: 
This is a story about truth. integrity and honesty, and 
the very lack of it demonstrated at JMU. JMU President 
Ronald Carrier and Athletic Director Donald Letnish fired 
head basketball coach Lefty Driesell March 5 charging 
three things. 
First. the men's basketball team was in low academic 
standing. Second, the JMU community, including mem-
bers of the Board of Visitors, did not support a renewal of 
Driesell's contract, and thus, do not support DrieseJJ. 
Third, Carrier and Lemish in a joint statement said, "We 
were quite surprised that Mr. Driesell chose to make a 
public statement to the news media concerning his con-
tract for the 199'7-'98 season before having any discussion 
with the university concerning the status of his contract," 
according to a March 6 Washington Post article. 
Let the records speak for themselves: In all his years of 
coaching, lefty has 683 victories and 335 losses. His record 
at JMU is 159-111 for nine seasons. His JMU teams have 
usually averaged 18 victories a year. JMU contends for the 
CAA title every year, and in 1994 JMU made it to the first 
round of the NCAA finals to lose to Florida by a mere two 
points (Florida advanced to reach the Ftna14). 
I wish to thank JMU students for all their acts of kind-
ness toward Mercy House. We are a non-profit homeless 
shelter for families with children, and we are very depen-
dent on volunteers from the community. The many, many 
volunteers and donations which have come from JMU 
have certainly made a big contribution to our ability to 
provide services to families in need. 
The Counseling and Student Development Center 
recently sponsored a Beating the Winter Blues fair. It chose 
Mercy House for the second year in a row to receive the 
proceeds from the fair. We thank all who part:tcipated for 
their generosity. We need mattresses for our apartments, 
and this money will be used for the purchase of new ones. 
I remember reading about a public statement from 
Lefty saying he would stay as head coach until he gains 
his 700th victory. It is this statement Carrier and lmlish 
are referring to in their statement to the media. Lefty said 
this because Lemish said at Colonial AthJetic Association's 
media day last fall that Lefty would be JMU's coach when 
he won his 700th game. DrieseU said he was banking on 
"promises made both publicly and privately" by President 
Carrier and others that he "could coach at JMU until he 
wan 100 games." Lefty said, '1 had no indication that the 
administration apparently decided it would not honor 
these pi'OI'llise;," in a March 6 Post article. 
And what a character! His actions on the court were, at 
times, pure electricity. His very presence and his name 
gave the JMU men's basketball team more exposure than 
Carrier could have possibly imagined. 
And so, this is how our administration treats Lefty. 
You know, essentially Carrier and Lemish litd to Lefty. He 
deserves a little more respect than getting the boot from an 
administration that promistd on record that he could stay 
until he earns a respectable 100th win. 
Even The Bren.e can dig up the exact quotes tKat Carrier 
and lemish made in public concerning Lefty's contract 
Everybody in the JMU community needs to be aware and 
concerned about what happened to Lefty because if 
Carrier and Lemish cannot honor their word, then it 
leaves a huge question mark aboutJMU's integrity. 
Mercy House has also received generous donations 
from ROTC and the JMU swim club. These donations 
assisted us in general mainterulnce, including building a 
fence for our playground. The many hours of volunteer 
work from students, particularly from Community Service 
Learning and Catholic Campus Ministries, plus the many 
activities sponsored by sororities and fraternities have 
greatly helped many children during a time of family cri-
sis. Students have also assisted in our office and eased our 
workload. 
For a moment, let's forget Carrier and Lemish broke 
promises they made publicly to Lefty. To address the 
We are very grateful for these contributions and the 
many, many others from JMU students. You are a vital 
part of Harrisonburg and a grea·t asset for Mercy House. 
TrKY M. Brown 
executiYe director 
Basketball program meets crossroads' 
Perhaps JMU would have played New the most part, Lefty was not getting it 
Mexico instead of Old Dominion done. Still,considering last year's recruiting 
University in last Friday's men's East class, the basketball team's future looks 
Regional first round contest, had Mate cautiously bright, especially if the right 
Mil.isa not been called for a phantom foul man is chosen to coach them. And let me 
on Monarch guard E.J. Sherod's three- personally inform Carrier and Lemish that 
point attempt Or perhaps it would help if this should be an open-and-shut selection. 
anybody on the team understood that a With a.tJ due resp«t to Cluck Oriesell 
&ee throw is indeed a free, undeterred that and the rest of the current staff, there is 
can be easily made. "We make our free one man who is waiting for his chance as a 
throws, we win,''Lefty said dejectedly after head coach: Tommy .Amaker, the 31-year-
the ODU game, according to a March 4 old assistant coach at Duke. Amakeris one 
Richmond,..------------------.of the most 
Times-Di.splltch Guest Column-ist p r 0 m j s ing Perhaps Lefty .. assi s tants , 
would still be according to 
heft. Perhaps. 8 · C • gh college bas-JMU's over- - n an unntn a m ketball "insid-time loss to ._ _________________ ., ers." 
ODU in last week's Colonial Athletic Amaker was an All-American at Duke 
Association Fmal was truly symbolic of the and was one of the best defensive players 
program as a whole during Lefty's nine- in the country back in the '80s. Reports 
year tenure at JMU - close, but no cigar. from Duk.e say he has a great understand-
The argument should not be whether or ing of all facets of the game and is his cur-
not Lefty can coach. A coach does not win rent boss, Mike Krzyzewski, looks upon 
683 games by accident. The question is him highly. To me, that speaks volumes. 
whether or not Lefty can win the big game, Look at what the Duke program has 
and at JMU he couJd not. Instead, he got done this year. When NBA scouts start 
five CAA finals, one win, one NCAA analyzing potential pros, can anyone han-
appearance and many frustrating bus trips estly think that Blue Devils such as Greg 
back to Harrisonburg. Newton, Steve Wojciechowski or Jeff 
In a way, Lefty accomplished more Capel would be names mentioned early on 
than JMU President RonaldCarrier or like those of Bobby Hurley, Grant Hill and 
Athletic Director Om Lemish could have Christian Laettner? Not a chance. 
ever wanted: He did bring a lot of atten- I talked with one Duke alum who says 
tion to a small program, and he did con- this year's squad has some people simply 
tend for theCAA titlealmosteveryseasoo. amazed because there is not an overall 
However, JMU isn't so small anymore, so amount of raw talent There is some nice 
the expectations of being in the NCAAs potential in Duke's Trajon Langdon, but 
every year shouldn't be. To make the this is a team that has won with heart and 
NCAAs, one has to get the players, and for terrific coaching, and it would be in the 
------=----- =...----= 
very best interests of JMU to grab Amaker 
and gjve him complete control. II he wants 
to bring in his own staff, let him. 
Yes, it is a gamble considering Amaker 
is relatively young with no prior head 
coaching experience, though if given the 
opportunity, there is no reason to believe 
he cannot in time do for JMU what he has 
done for Duke. JMU needs to act fast, espe-
daUy with bigger programs like Ohio State 
and Seton Hall (N.J.) now having vacan-
cies to fill. 
Po~ those of you who saw the three 
games JMU played down in Richmond, 
the first question to come to mind is, why 
haven't we seen this effort all year? Eugene 
Atkinson, an All-CAA Tournament selec-
tion, has some serious offensive skills that 
were not showcased during the regular 
season too often; Milisa, JMU's Croatian 
Sensation, displayed some clutch, long-
range shooting that would give JMU some 
incredible options next year offensively if 
he can hit 'em from beyond the arc with 
consistrncy. 
Then there is Chatney Howard. Off the 
dribble he can break many ankles with his 
silky-smooth moves. Combine that with 
the fact that everyone except Charles Lott 
and Ryan Culicerto will return, and this 
squad can do some serious damage next 
season to the tune of 2()-plus wins if it 
plays with the same heart and intensity it 
showed in Richmond. 
So why couldn' t Lefty and his staff get 
these guys to play like that every night? 
That would be Amalcer's first task; getting 
these guys to play to their maximum 
potential all the time. One intriguing 
rumor has Lefty going to George Mason to 
replace coach Paul Westhead, who alsO 
recently got the ax. 
Imagine the Patriots coming into the 
Convo next year with G randpa Lefty 
against young-blooded Tommy Amaker. 
The two went head-t<>;-head before when 
Amaker was a player at Duke and when 
Lefty coached at Maryland. Then the re • 
would be a CAA game with a lot of hype. 
For that reason alone, JMU must estab-
lish itself as the lone power of the CAA, 
which ODU controls at this time, and then 
look to jump ship so they can gain more 
national popularity. Then maybe JMU will 
be able to get the one extra impact player 
they need, like point guard Anthony Perry 
of St. Anthony's in Jersey City, N.J., the 
same school that gave us Atkinson. But 
he's a lready committed to Georgetown, 
which is in a bigger conference, meaning 
more money and more TV exposure. This 
is what high school recruits want to begin 
with, and why shouldn't they? 
Currently, no matter how you look at it, 
ODU and JMU are the best of the league. 
Nevertheless, the big picture suggests JMU 
get out of this pathetic conference and into 
one where not winnillg the post-season 
tournament does not automatically 
exclude it &om the Big Dance. 
The sad, but true fact right now is JMU 
could go 24-6 next season, but if they do 
not win the CAA tournament, it's hello 
National Invitational Tournament. This 
program has been playing second fiddle 
for too long now. It's time to take the next 
step up and battle the upper-echelon pro-
grams for the best recruits. Hiring Amaker 
would help accomplish that goal . 
Brian Cunninghtlm is a se11ior mass com-
munialtion m~~jor. 
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I FROM YOUR LANDLORD I 
I 2) YOU COLLECT A SECURITY I 
I DEPOSIT FROM YOUR SUBLESSEE I 
I I I 3) YOU GIVE THE SUBLESSEE A I 
I · WALKTHROUGH ... AND I 
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I Y. I 
IIEI1EIIIEI, .. - Jill 
: ....................... nil : 
L ?'s- Call the COCL @ x6071 ..1 
-------------
off alllll=Stoclf computer hardware, 
software, manuals 
and computer supplies 
WE'VE GONE MAD WITH SAVINGS! 
.JMIJ Boolfstore, w~~rren Hall • 568·3989 
(jar Trouble? 
Get it fixed at 
T Automotive ... within walking &C distance from JMU campus. 
Full Automotive Service 
432-0717 
10% Discount with JMU I.D. 
,. 
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Grows Here! 
Summer Session at Stony Brook 
Slriiii/Bii No 
TtliPhOM 
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Low NYS tuition 
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Coping with death changes outlook on life 
' ... I've started healing and realizing life goes on even in the painful absence of someone you have spent your life loving.' 
I miss him, and no matter how hard I try wishers bringing food and shallow words not to, I know I'm going to miss him of comfort,. AoWers and sympathy cards. forever. He w• suCh an unUing pet- Through It all my family and I wore brave 
son. He was a genius - he ·could bWJd but fake smiles, but when the barrage of 
anything, flx anfthin8 and plant anything guests were gone, there were tears, always 
and have it grow to near perfection. He tears. 
was a husband, father, friend, uncle, broth- When it got to be too much to bear, 
er. He was so many ~to so many dif- there was always ~ to take your 
ferent people, bul mind off things. 
to me he was Where to put the 
Granddaddy. Faux Pas ever-growing 
And now he's amount of food 
gone. became an earth-
It' s hard to shattering con-
describe how it cern, and stock-
feels to Jose some- ing the tables 
one in your fami- around the 
ly, because for a house with fresh 
long time you don't reaUy feel much of tissues could have become a full -time 
anything. · occupation. 
I came home for Spring Break this year I became obsessed with anything that 
knowing my grandfather was very sick, · could relieve me ol the crushing pain I was 
but I didn' t reaJ.iu, or couldn't admit, how' feeling - no matter how briefly. But 
sick he reaUy was. I had barely been home :. everything in my grandfather's house was 
a day when the rhone rang at 6 that : a constant reminder of him - from the 
Sunday morning. knew something was ; chair where he used to sit with me on his 
very wrong, but I was nowhere near pre- i lap and feed me when I was Utt.le, to the 
pared for how wrong. J garden outside he had so lovingly planted, 
My mom pulled my sisller and I cbie to not to mentjon the house he built with his 
her on her bed and whispered;. own hands for his wife and family. 
"'Granddaddy's gone." I don' t know if yo~ Granddaddy was everywhere I looked, 
can understand how utterly devastatin~ but at the same time, he wasn' t anywhere. 
those words were. They are embedded in And it just wasn't fair. 
my memory forever. / The day ol the funeral was actually the 
The days following, however, were easiest, beUeve it or not It was so nice to 
pretty much a blur - a whirlwind ol wen:. look around the church and see all the 
'} 
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I I I I 
• Friendly and knowJedgeable staff 
• Come see us for your rliruiing shoes 
and apparel \ 
• Join us for group training tuns 
Tues. and Thurs. at 6 p.m. 
This Week's Specials: • ASICS Kayano 
. ~ Reg.$125-NOW$115 
• ASICS Gel126 
Reg. $70.95- NOW $64.99 
89 E. Elizabeth St. 
Downtown beside the post office and parking deck 
433-6323 
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30, Sat. 10-4 
people who loved Granddaddy - those 
he loved in return. And he looked so 
peaceful in the casket. And I just knew he 
was in a better place. 
Everyone said such beautiful things 
about him and a great sense of pride 
welled up inside me because I was glad to 
be the granddaughter of such a wonderful 
man. After the service, I followed my fami· 
ly to the grave site, held my sister as she 
cried, and I kissed my grandfather good-
bye. 
But after the funeral, J reaUy began to 
fall apart. When the novocaine of shock 
and the need to "be itrong" wore olf, 1 felt 
the pain of the empty place my grandfa-
ther's death had lelt in my heart. It reaDy 
started hitting me that he was gone and I 
would never see him "apln, never come 
home and see him fidlg something or 
another, or pruning his trees. Never again 
would I give him a hug and smell his after-
shave or see him sitting in his chair watch-
ing 'Wheel ol Fortune." He loved 'Wheel 
ol Fortune." 
I will n\iss the way he used to fire his 
shotgun out the front door every New 
Year's Eve, saying he was sOOoting out the 
old year. It's little things like those that 
hurt the most when I lie in bed at night 
and aUow myself to think about him and 
cry. 
Lately, with the support of my family 
and &iends, I've started heaJing and realiz-
ing life goes on even in the painful absence 
ol someone you have spent your life lov-
ing. My grandfather's death has heJped me 
to realize, even though he's gone, I'm still 
here and I need to live out my life with 
pride, love and happiness, keeping my 
memories of him dose at heart. I have 
resolved to live in a way that would make 
him proud and to honor to his memory. 
Whatever I do and achieve, I will do it 
with the knowledge that there is a part of 
him in it 
Although 1 am not close to being 
"over" my grandfather's death, it has 
caused me to take stock of myself and reaJ-
i.ze I need to stop taking life for granted. At 
the wake, one of Grandaddy's nephews 
said something that really affected me. 
He said when people die, their lnles 
are represented by three things the date 
of birth as the beginning, the date ol death 
as the ending and a dash in between. He 
said we have no control over the begin-
ning or the ending, but we have control of 
the dash. Not only do we contrd what's in 
between the beginning and the end, but 
we have a responsibility to make it as 
worthwhile as possible and treat it like the 
beautiful gift it is. 
I want to spend the rest o( my life own-
ing up to that responsibility, the same way 
my grandfather did with each day of his. 
Ktlley 8/Dssingame is a sopltomort mass 
conrmuniaJtion ""'jor and tht assistant opin-
ioll editor. Sht wants to thank hn family, 
friends and sorority sisters for bemg llltTt for 
her d11ring this difficult lime. 1 
31 oz. BIG GULP 
49C 
Tuesday Only! 
March 18th · 
® the corner of s. Main & s. Avenue 
(In front of Olde Mill Apts) 
O"!.E ~·Qb,o le '\C,.;J t "Q.,~ eanut .. :; \ nn ?mt:l ::l ,,._, ~Q 
·-
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Valley Medical Group 
Internal Medicine 
Thomas Mauser, D.O. 
530 Neff Ave. 
Gvnecolo(!V 
Elizabeth Swallow, MD. 
H~n : ~· 
11-f lcnn-10pm S61-81i1 
Sclt9o~ San1pm~~l?'t=--. 
U8.fi.F. 
UIUYIIIIITY IIIICIIIATION 
~
OREC Store 
Spring Clearance 
20°/o OFF-
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Hacky Sacks 
"•rf footballs 
Baseballs 
Softballs 
Batting_ Glows 
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Blklhg Glows 
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SHACKS 
DRJHKS 
':f:Z::t'JP 
~AJ~~c:itt 
SPEEDO SWittWEAR & 
fiCCESSORIES 
SPORTING EOdiPMEnT 
HMLTH -~~ fE11UTY AIDS RIES 
ttore ways to l"lf· W. acwpt 
~~lmll I MF4J .. 
Kathleen Bell, M.D. Cathy Rittenhouse, CRNP 
New & established patients welcome • Call for an C!J!J!Ointment 
BC/BS • QualChoice • Cigna • aiC 
530 Neff Avenue, behind the mall 432.-1234 
504 W. Spotswood Trail, Elkton, VA 298.-1234 
1--800--243--4314 J 
9-{pw tliat you liave a tan ... 
a[{ you need is a p[ace 
to sliow it off! 
COLOWC!U. 
BANK_eRO 
HORILiY AND 
CONSTABLE 
Olde Mill Village-
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS. 
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.) 
AMENITIES GALORE: 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or imerstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy cffic1ent heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 432-9502 
Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable ofT campus housing can be. 
(or e-mail Colleen Pendry at cpcbhc@rica.net) 
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7: ppm.- PC Ballroom 
freshments, Games, Door Prizes and Free T-Shirts 
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Habitat for 
Spring break excursion introduces 
' 
student to .Carolina island culture 
by Marguerite 'MiL Daniels 
c:!'ntributing writer 
As my Habitat for Humanity 
group headed to John's Island, S.C. 
over spring break, 1 didn't realize 
exactly what was ahead of me. I 
knew we were going to paint a 
couple of houses that belonged to 
two older African-American sisters 
who needed help. What I didn't 
know was that they would have so 
much more to offer our group than 
we could have expected. 
We learned about the GuJlah 
people who have lived on the 
islandsJohn, James and Wadma-
law off the coast of Charleston 
since the days of slavery, and have 
maintained their roots from Sierra 
Leone, a small country in Western 
Africa. 
Their fondness and talent for 
cultivating rice was the first indica-
tion of their heritage in West 
Africa. Their finely crafted sweet-
grass baskets, so-called because of 
their pleasant fragrance, linked 
them specifically to Sierra Leone. 
Basket weaving is one of the most 
unique and representative expres-
s ions of creativity among the 
Gullahs. 
Religion, storytelling, supersti-
tion and, above all, music perme-
ate the daily life of the Gullah cul-
ture. Slaves were deprived of thetr 
drums because slave owners 
feared that any form of express~on 
gave the slaves too much power. 
Slaves then turned to the use of 
pots and pans, and once they were 
denied that right, they simply 
clapped their hands. People used 
whatever they could find to 
express themselves. 
"Without fancy instruments, 
folk grabbed a washboard and tub 
and made their own music," sajd 
Janie Hunter, a member of the 
Gullah community. With 11 ch,il-
dren and 95 grandchildren, she 
taught them life lessons and moral-
ity th.rough folk tales and songs. 
"That is our talent God bless us 
with," Hunter continued. "We love 
to sing, and we love people." 
Jakki Jefferson, a Gullah dancer 
and drummer said, "Music is the 
answer to everything since it has 
no color. Everyone can. feel the 
music." Aside from her drumming 
and dancing, Jefferson teaches dis-
cipline through music for troubled 
kids on the sea islands. 
Gullahs use sea island folk 
songs to liven up the monotony of 
memorization in schools, accord-
ing to Myles Horton, founder of 
the Highlander Folk School on 
James Island. 
After one day of painting, our 
Habitat group joined jefferson in 
the J<aki Lambe, or the "Harvest 
Dance." The movements of this 
dance symbolize the harvesting of 
a crop- tilling the soil, praising 
the land, planting the seed, cover-
ing the seed with soil, watering the 
ground, praying for sun and then 
patiently waiting. 
Each member of our group 
took part in the celebration of the 
harvest. Whether someone played 
a cowbell, a rain stick, or partici-
pated in the dancing, everyone 
seemed spiritually stimulated. 
"The dancing was so incredibly 
powerful. The beat of the drums 
just struck me," Ann Marie 
Phillips, sophomore trip leader, 
said. "The experience was so qver-
whelming that I was moved to . 
tears.'' 
Storytelling is a great source of 
recreation as well as a means for 
preserving their Gullah history. 
I sneaked away from painting 
houses to talk to the owners, Edith 
Greene and BeJJe Whaley. They 
were overflowing with lively anec-
dotes about their upbringing and 
raising their own children. 
Belle recalled watching 
"wealthy white folk, dressed In 
bright yellow and green gowns" 
dancing in the nightclub across the 
street from her house. Because she 
was black, she wasn't permitted 
access. However, that didn't keep 
the Gullahs from dancing and 
singing in their own nightclubs. 
Family and friends seem 
extremely tighUy knit in the sea 
island communities. For example, 
Edith's grandson had to have heart 
and lung surgery, and because she 
was incapable of paying for the 
procedure, one of her neighbors, 
organized a fundraiser. Despite 
this young neighbor's mild retar-
dation, he was successful in keep-
ing another Gullah boy alive. 
Edith and Belle loved to chat 
with us as we worked on their 
houses. They even whipped us up 
some gumbo for lunch (I had to get 
the recipe!). 
The two ladies, devoted church 
choir members, serenaded us with 
their vivacious voices. When I 
asked the importance of music in 
their lives, Edith said, "Music 
always lifts my spirits." Our 
Habitat group enjoyed their ever-
present humming as we worked. 
Both ladies said they sang their 
children to sleep each night with 
an inspiring hymn. 
"Their singing was so sincere 
and real," Tracey Rodriguez, a 
senior accounting major, said. 
When James Brown came on 
the radio, I even l;ot 72-year-old 
Belle to dance with me, and she 
taught me a thing or two! 
Because money usually has 
been scarce for the residents of the 
sea islands, they rely mamly on 
herbs for health and healing, as 
good luck charms and love 
potions. 
The relief for cpld and flu 
symptoms is one such remedy: 
half an onion, two tablespoons 
baking soda and a half cup of 
honey. Wiping soot from the fire-
place across one's forehead can 
supposedly get rid of hiccups. A 
superstitious folk, Gullahs claim 
sprinkling salt across one's door-
way keeps hags from entering 
one's house. "The salt bum the 
skin," Hunter said. 
Gullah women have had to be 
creatlve with their llmited 
resources, using, for example, flour 
and water to replace costly glue. 
With many tattered scraps of cloth-
ing, women create richly colored 
quilts, wl;lich not only keep their 
families warm, but also tell a story 
about the family's heritage. 
Without expensive store-bought 
toys, little girls make dolls from 
soda botUes (the body) and braid-
ed grass plants (the hair). 
The Gullahs speak a nationally 
recognized language which some 
people simply assume is improper 
English. Actually, the language is a 
combination of rhythmic African 
sounds, Caribbean dialect and 
English. Today, the language is 
mainly spoken by the elderly. 
Schools are teaching standard 
English to the Gullah children in 
attempt to increase their chances 
for employment, since most 
employers don't recognize the 
Gullah language. 
Eleanor Kinlaw-Ross, author 
and poet of Gullah descent, uses 
(left) A Gullah dancer leadS visiting s 
Street house. Habltat·JMU put up thE 
this language to write about work-
ing on a farm (which is the main 
occupation on the sea islands): 
I know one ting 
Dis sun show is hot 
Betlmin down on we 
U~ a siOVt uneat a pot 
Eenlongnow 
-
RABITitT 
~UMANITV 
KYLE BUSSistntor photographu 
tJng students of the tt.bftat proCnNn In • routine. (above) The Summft 
ap the house's hme this weekend. 
k- lAwd hep me mJlke dis day 
in Aw ytS, tinkya Jesus 
Dis lih d4 song SDY 
Ont a dtst glad mawnin 
My soul ga fly way. 
For me, hearing the Gullah lan-
guage spoken is an invigorating 
experience. It is passionate and 
filled with soul. 
My trip was about much more 
than painting houses; it was a cul-
tural exploration, discovering a 
history unlike what J've heard 
from my own grandmother. 
Maybe I even was injected with a 
littW rhythm 
I 
9f you build it • • • 
JMU chapter works to turn houses into homes 
- -----~~------------------------------by Shira Levine 
contributing writer 
Two years ago, Harry Brown was a recently 
divorced, single father of four young boys living in 
an apartment with his mother. While looking for a 
way to make ends meet, he discovered the service 
organization Habitat For Humanity. He applied for 
the group's assistance, and a year later, after some 
waiting and interviewing, Brown, his sons and 
JMU's Habitat volunteers built his interest-free 
home in Harrisonburg together. Today, Brown and 
his children live in their 2-year-old home and enjoy 
the luxuries of a telephone, television and cable. 
Habitat For Humanity International was estab-
lished in 1976 by Millard Fuller, a successful worka-
holic lawyer, and his wife, Linda, after a vacation in 
Zaire. An eapnenical Christian Housing Ministry, 
the organization's goal is to eliminate impoverished 
housing worldwide. Habitat draws people together 
from different cultures and background to work -
building new homes, relationships and communi-
ties. 
The Rev. Rick Hill and 1996 JMU grad Lauren 
Cogswell formed the JMU chapter four years ago 
starting with only five people. (The group now 
numbers around 60, with another 100 or so part-
time members, accordin~ to Habitat Prestdcnt Stacy 
Grosh.) "Building for Humanity has been the most 
Although Brown owes no financial interest, as a 
single parent, he repays his debt with 200 "sweat 
equJty" hours (He currently owes seven hours). A 
married couple ~ould owe 400 sweat hours. 
1lvoughout this period, homeowners make small 
monthly mortgage payments, with seven to 20 
years to pay back the cost of the house. The money 
is then depos ited into a revolving Fund For 
Humanity that maintains the assembling of new 
houses, according to a Habitat For Humanity pam-
phlet. 
Brown proudly asserts Habitat is a "good orga-
nization [that will} do everything they can to help 
you." He said after being chosen by Habitat for 
assistance, things fell into place. While there were 
" (a]lot of discouraging moments, [J would] look 
ahead to the future and see that it was the right 
choice," he said. 
Habitat is now working on the Summit Street 
house for the Poberhenzy family. Student volun-
teers built the entire frame of the house thl!) week-
end, after a professional contractor poured the foun-
dation in February. The construction followed near-
ly a year of fundraising and obtaining permits for 
the site, Grosh said. 
A house usually takes about a month and a half 
to build and involves as many as 500 student volun-
teers. Professional contractqrs volunteer to teach the 
students the skills needed to build a house The 
Poberhenzy house dedi-
cation ts planned for 
April 2~. This will be the 
second house the JMU 
chapter has funded in 
Harrisonburg, Grosh 
said. 
rewarding thing I've done," 
Hill said. "We've helped build 
houses in Vtrgmia, Florida, 
South Carolina, North Carolina, 
Georgia and Zambia. It's just 
this special inner feeling to be 
working with all these people 
who have little to no skills but 
are together building a house 
for a family who wiJJ live in it 
for the next 20 years. It is an 
incredible sense of accomplish-
ment." 
The majority of Habitat 
houses are m thmi world 
countncs. Last year, 
The Rev. Rick HiiJ Habitat-JMU built a 
co-founder of Habitat for Humanity-JMU house in Zambia . Since 
"Building for humanity 
has been the most 
rewarding thing I 've 
" done. 
Habitat President Stacy Grosh said the group is 
"an empowering organization that involves the 
homeowner, students, affiliates, area businesses and 
the community. [It allows} them to reach their 
potential and bring resources together to solve a 
problem such as poverty housing." 
A non-profit organization, Habitat functions 
through volunteer labor, management expertise 
and tax-deductible donations of money and materi-
als. The group does not base its services on charity; 
instead it focuses on establishing a partnership with 
a potential homeowner, Grosh explained. 
Brown and his sons, like other Habitat home-
owners, worked with Habitat to build their home. 
The group targets the working poor, as opposed to 
the homeless, to avoid the risk of not being reim-
bursed financially or through manual labor. Grosh 
maintains that Habitat will help someone in need in 
other ways if a partnership is not appropriate, but 
declined to be more specific. 
Habitat sends out infonnation within communi-
ties to solicit applications for houses they are build-
ing. The potential homeowners must meet specific 
financial requirements and understand the house is 
not given, so the family must have some income. 
The role of Habitat is building houses for familie;; 
and issuing no-mterest mortgages during a set peri 
od. The group has renovated some homes bu. 
emphasizes building new houses. 
then, the group has fund-
ed four more houses in Zambia at $750 each 
Habitat-JMU also holds fundraisers. On April 5, 
Hack For Humanity, their biggest fundraiscr, will 
celebrate its fourth year. Students plan to hacky-sac 
for 10 straight hours on Hillside Field to raise 
money. Students may support the event through 
participation or donations. 
The relationship between Habitat and home-
owners does not necessarily end after the house is 
built Brown has volunteered to help work on the 
Poberhenzy home, which is located near hiS own 
house. The arrangement will satisfy his remaining 
hours owed. Any community work that is accepted 
by the affiliate can count toward the sweat equity 
hours. 
Volunteer work often includes anything from 
working in the community center to doing Habitat 
office work. The idea behind the homeowners' 
involvement is to give them a reason to take pride 
in their community and form a neighborhood. 
Brown sums up his relationship with Habitat by 
saying it is a Hgreat organization, and I am very 
proud to have been chosen out of many people, 
[and) that [Habitat) chose to help me." 
Habilill For Humanity meets Wednesdays from 5-6 
p.m. in Taylor room 404. All stud~nts are welcome. 
Home-building involvement is on a first come, first 
serocd basis. 
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What's going on this 
5 i E.·::... 
Mike's Special Hot Hot Hot Mexican Pizza $2.99 
Pool Games: 6:00- 7:00 p . m. 
MONDAY CARE Benefit: 
1 I I =- . 
starts at 6: 
Open Mike 
So~a:r Gar~ic 
Yugo Dudat; T Hlirilllililj 
FRIDAY 
K-OS D.J. 
Divas Show w/ D.J. Dancing SATURDAY 
SUNDAY Divas Show 
w/ D.J. Dancing 
St. acroaa 
to Touch '1'h e Earth . 
Mens Clothing 
& Womens & Accessories 
BARR-EE STATION 
CATALOGUE OUTLET 
Don't Miss BARR~EE STATION Catalogue Ouded 
The Best Quali~!J Mens & Womens 
Clothing e Shoes 
Where are YOU Living Next Year? 
Reclt~etJife!" 
• ON-SITE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
Always close by to answer questions, handle problems and 
make life easier. Also on-she maintenance. 
•10or 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE 
Avoid the headaches of subleases or keep the place all year 
(9 mo. leases may be Hmlted so caR NOWf) 
• FULL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
Swimming pool, jacuzzi, tennis court, basketban and 
weight room 
• ALL THE AMENITIES YOU EXPECT 
Self-cleaning range, refrlg., disposal, laundry faclfiUes, 
fireplaces, ceiling fans, balconies and mucl.• more 
2 or 3 Bedroom Aparftnents 
Call Ginger 
or stop by .,. 
.,. ..... 
..w...uo 
TMIIUT 
ectt ....... 432-1860 
M-F: 1-5 (Mndl~n M:mor) TO,.~¥: 
M-F: 9- 1 2(11unte~ Rldae> OAM~tW. 
A The Prudential 
W!d!/) Fu~&Aroc:btes.~TOOi 
~q;JertyMa qJet' ent~ 
Sidewalk Sale 
at Spotswood Valley Square 
Two Days Only 
Saturday, March 22nd 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
& 
Sundai~o~a:.~~ 23rd 
Don't forget 
to check out our store 
for great spring fashions 
and fantastic swimsuits! 
at 1/2 0~ thL. re~t· J price, &er, .. Dqy! •. ;11,'-;f*~.,.._~,.--.. ~. . .. 
''· . ... . . . 
..... -
....... 
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azz poetry teaches with rhythmic touch 
'1t's one of those once in a life-
once in an evening type of 
formances," said Margo 
a professor of English 
tion at Wa. Figgins is the 
t poet for the Poet-in-the--
Residency Program that 
the talent of 40 students 
a few participating teachers 
Harrisonburg City Public 
a series of workshops. 
"'You can't teach anyone to 
write a poem,H Figgins said in 
her introduction. "'You can aeate 
the c:onditioN &om which poems 
rise up." 
At the end of the year, the 
program produces bound 
anthologies for the participants 
and holds a student poetry recital 
that trails the jazz poetry reading. 
In past years the student perfor-
mance has been held in places 
providing the right "atmos-
phere, H such as the Artful 
Dodger coffee shop in 
Harrisonburg. 
This year's jazz poetry read-
ing began with Lisa Russ-Spaar, 
who runs the master of fine arts 
creative writing program at UVa. 
Besides her two chapbooks -
small-press bound coUections of 
poetry - Cellar and Blind Boy 
on Skates; Ploughshares, Poetry, 
Shenandoah and the Virginia 
Quarterly Review have featured 
her work. RLIS9-Spaar and musi-
cians D'earth, Howard and 
Thompson frequently perform 
together in similar jazz poetry 
readings. 
"My husband is a jazz bassist, 
so there's a lot of jazz in my life ," 
she said. "Music, sound texture, 
rhythm and surprise is some-
thing that I pay attention to and 
love." 
Russ-Spaar began with her 
new poem "Moon Travelers With 
Rapport," a piece written in sec-
tions highlighting both her hus-
band's "obsession" with fire-
works and her 9-year-old daugh-
ter's fascination with all things 
Asian. She concluded with a sec-
ond ~her own adaptation of 
~- --~------~--~ -
the story of the garden of Eden. 
D'earth, Howard and 
Thompson improvised almost all 
of their musical accompaniment 
"We just find a cadence, a 
rhythm, a particular texture," 
Thompson said. They even 
played a few familiar tunes with 
a certain degree o{ improvisation, 
adding a unique twist to each 
one. Adding to this eclectic 
atmosphere was Howard's 
instrument of choice - a 
Chapman Stick, wh.ich is a rela-
tively new instrument and a 
folksy combination of a bass gui-
tar and keyboard. 
"It's like playing a piano but 
IAN GRAHAM/s~nior plwtographer 
John D'eatth toots his hom as Dawn Thompeon addS backCJound vocals 
durin& • Jau poetry reedlnc Thursday nl&ftt. 
more expressive," Howard said. 
Howard and Thompson are 
also part of another trio, "Code 
Magenta,,. with Dave Matthews 
Band member LeRoi Moore. 
While D'earth, Howard and 
Thompson all perform separately 
with other jazz groups, they have 
been playing together for 10-12 
years. 
Such lasting unity is useful to 
musicians when working with 
poets. After reading her own 
poetry, Russ-Spaar chose poems 
from the participants' work -
poems she feels lend themselves 
well to the rhythms of music. 
Poets approached the mi~ 
phone and read their selections 
aloud, and then D'earth, Howard 
and Thompson decided upon the 
right tempo or sound to back up 
the poems. Poets would then 
read their work to the jazz 
accompaniment. 
Mos t of the participants 
adapted quickly to the situation, 
taking their cues from the music 
and pacing their reading, despite 
a few rough spots due to nerves. 
"The only real mistake, if 
there is one," D'earth said, reas-
suring the poets, "is rejecting the 
experience., 
D' earth, who acted as a sort of 
emcee during the entire perfor-
mance, added that he thought ' 
this particular reading went very 
well. He especially loved "all the 
little accidents that happened," 
and how unintended parts of the 
performance usually turned out 
to be the most promising and 
exciting. 
" It's not that hard to do this 
once you just allow yourself to do 
it,"D'earth said. "It's play!" 
-
-
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We're here 
td be there. 
I I 
I 
. . 
Life insuranc~ and 
annuities !rom Modem 
Woodme:r\ can provide for 
your family's fu~ financial 
needs. You can coUnt on it. 
Since 1883, we've been 
one of the nation's leading 
fraternal benefit societies. 
Our ratings from A.M. Best 
and Duff & Phelps verify our 
strength and security. 
Call today. 
MODERN WOODivtEN OF AMERICA 
A FITIIenUll life Insumnce Soddy 
HOME<>FFJCE ROCK ISLAND IWNOIS 
1.2FE• MINUn'l 
Cl, ~ 1 
MUFiiNS, · 
BAG LS, 
COFFEE, 
AND LiVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
AT 
MR 
I 
I 
I 
ONDAY, 
7-9PM 
ARCti 17 
• 
I 
• 
• .
sPONSORED BY t 
Tt-IE rREStNAN CCASS 
U NIY.ERSITY 
COURT 
e6 Bedrooins, 3 
-Fully Fumished Units 
-Individual Leases 
~3~~1173 
Coldwell 
Ba·nker 
\ .. 
ister Souljah, in her own words 
by Juliall Walker 
contributing wriltr 
-'---
After a rousing speech in Grafton-
Theatre that ended in a standing 
Sister SoUJjah, who followed 
from the theatre to the University 
rD'Illrau1 Board (UPB) office in Taylor 
with a 45-mlnule autograph si~ 
session. 
I then got to sit down with the rap-
/activist and converse. I asked her 
elaborate on points she made in her 
and other pertinent issues that 
society today. 
I think that ignorance has had its era, 
and it's time for intelligence to come 
forth. People need to be active in learn-
ing about themselves and their commu-
nity. 
JW: Who in hip-hap right now is repre-
senting these principles? 
THB BREEZB Mohday, .March 17, 1997 II 
1MuchAdo' 
at Theatre II 
bySarahiWn 
staff writer 
TI show is by no means another "King Lear" sort of production. For starters, this lS a happy play. OK, so the main charac-
ters aren' t constantly happy, but who wants to 
see two hours of non-stop grins and spastic 
feigned exdtement? . 
.. 
How do you combat against or 
with false statements made about 
in the media? 
SS: WelJ, that's hard to say, because 
entertainers are entertainers who are 
ultimately concerned with entertaining 
you for cash, so I don't look at entertain· 
ers as people who are active in the 
movement. They are people who can 
help it or hinder it with their music, but 
they definitely don't lead it I lilce Wise 
Intelligent (rom Poor Righteous 
Teachers, I think Q-Tip is cool. He's 
moving in a positive direction, and 
Lauryn and I are good friends. 
That's why this particular group of thespians 
has taken over Theatre II to bring you 
Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing" -a 
tale in which the characters both laugh and cry. ~ - · 
"Much Ado About Nothing" highlights the 
love-turned-to-hate relationship of Hero and 
Claudio and the hate-turned-to-love relation-I don't focus too much on what the 
media does. My very busy schedule 
t give me the opportunity to 
respond to them. 1 represent myself well 
and that's all I can do. 
IAN CltAIIAMI.am« pltolor"''*r 
..................... d., 
nlllM •• ...,., ..... T1eNIN. ,.. 
JW: Are you looking to put out your 
own CD to voice your opinions musical-
ly or do you want to produce a group 
who has a positive message? 
ship of Beatrice and Benedick. Set in Italy, this 
play examines the way preconceived notions 
change through circumstance o r, as the case 
may be, deliberate trickely . 
JW: How do we get past images in the 
media that often reflect poorly on 
minorities and pit black people agajnst 
other blacks and minorities? 
Ill lUll clt1l1naad •••noe ...... 
................ eoc:t.t.l 
, ..... 
SS: I'm recording right now. I probably 
wiiJ release a product on Bad Boy 
because I think it is important that Bad 
Boy Entertainment diversifies. The rea-
son why I didn't do music for a while 
was because it was like the McCarthy 
era, I was 'blade-balled' and I oould not 
do music unless I would have hand-
delivered it to the recotd stores myself. 
JW: What would you define as your 
spirituality? 
The play, opening Wednesday night has 
been in rehearsal for more than eight weeks. 
Junior Laura Jenkins, "Much Ado's" director, 
noted this rehearsal period is longer than most 
The purpose of the extensive rehearsal period 
was to fully "develop every single interaction" 
between the actors on stage, she said, so that the 
characters were believable. 
we put an end to such things? 
SS: The main thing is to study, because 
once you study, you don't fall into traps, 
the same traps that have been around 
for the past 400 years. If you are of color, 
you will experience racism and we as 
people of color do not need to discrimi-
nate among our ranks. 
SS: Young peop~ have to he unafraid to 
be leaders. lf you sit around with your 
crew drinking 40s a¢ smoking weed, 
you have to be strong enough to change 
the trend amoog your crew, and if you 
popularize the idea of knowledge 
among your crew, then you can be part 
of the solution 
Sophomore Michael Sag, playing the role of 
prince Don Pedro, said a major strength of the 
production is "the cast's ability to relate to each 
other on stage." JW: Often people say things that have 
historical racial connotations that lead to 
continued problems and don't even 
realize what they are saying. How do 
JW: What can be done to stop the prolif-
eration of violence in hip hop and the 
portrayal of it in the media? 
SS: It has to become fly to be intelligent 
SS: My spiri.tuality is through helping 
people. It is what I spend the majority of 
my time doing. I try !J> share my learn-
ing with people and educate them. 
This strength comes partly from Jenkins' 
insistence that each actor be fully able to trans~ 
late his or her lines from the Shakespearean text 
info modem English. Once the actors knew 
exactly what their lines meant, they would be 
better equipped to convey their meaning to the 
audience. Stern kicl(s Hollywood's 'Parts' 
by Rya.n LwmOirth 
contributing writer 
~---------------
Tie self-proclaimed "King of All Media" follows his uccessful radio, television and literary ventures with the inevitable ... a major motion picture. In "Private Parts," the adaptation of his best-seiling autobiogra-
phy, Howard Stem takes on his first starring role as, well, 
himself. The result is an entertaining (if sometimes self-grati-
fying) comedy. 
While "Private Parts'' is not a movie to bring the family to 
see, Stem seems to hold his raunchiness in check. Howeveri 
he doesn't sugar<e>at his performance to the point that one 
loses sight of who they're watching. He's still everyone's 
favorite (or most despised) radio shade-jOCk. 
I{ t·. ' tt ·. \' 
"Private Parts" chronicles Stem's rise to stardom, starting 
with his aspirations as a young boy to be a disc jockey .. Stem 
is shown in high school as the taU, geeky guy, and then m col-
lege as the geeky, tall guy. After college, he gets his first job as 
a OJ at a small-town radio station, and the process of becom-
ing a superstar is set in motion. AU of this is set against ~ 
backdrop of Stem's relationship with his very tolerant wife 
(played wen by Mary MtCormlck). 
The building in which the play is staged also 
point Stem narrates, "For this movie, you're going to have to sets it apart hom last spring's production "King 
suspend your disbelief a little." Very true, and 1homas pulls Lear." Theatre U provides a much more inti-
it off without a hitch mate setting for a play than Latimer-Shaeffer 
Thomas also manages to present Stem as a human being Theatre, last year's location, Sag said. The thrust 
without taking away his edge. Much of this, however, should stage - which places audience members on 
be credited to Stem himself. Although his performance is three sides of the actors - creates a different 
clunky at times, he does a very believable job, and one must audience-cast interaction than Latimer-Shaeffer, 
wonder if there are any other roles in his future. where viewers sit weU below and far from the 
One glaring problem in "Private Parts" is the portrayal of stage. 
Stem's relationship with his wife. While both Stem and " In this setting you can really see {the 
Md:onnlck do a fine job, it is one of the only points in the actors'] expressions," Sag said. 
movie where one could question Thomas' treatment of the Also, the lighting on the audience will not 
story. Over and over again, Stem can be heard narrating, "1 differ from that of the lighting on the stage. The 
love my wife, boy my wife is really great, I just love my wife "shared lighting" benefits the producti"'n by 
so much," all the while flirting with women or getting mas- including the audience, Jenkins said. 
sages from bare<hested fans. Jenkins said the set consists of only a few 
The audience comes away from the movie feeling that select props, just as Shakespeare would have 
Stem cares for his wife with little more evidence than the fact staged his own production of the play. The set, . 
that he says he does. Stem asserts that his public antics are along with the costumes, is intended to leave 
just a show - the women who fondle him are present just to the play without a distinct time frame. 
entertain his fans. However, the movie portrays him flirting The timelessness of the production is espe-
with women off the air on more than one occasion. dally evident in the masquerade scene, tn which 
One saving grace about the screen portrayal of Stem's aU the couples dress from different time peri-
marriage is the subtle way in which McCormick's able to get ods. Costume designer Wendy Bohon said the 
her character's feelings across to the audience. She conveys costuming represents all the different time peri-
how Mrs. Howard Stem feels about her personal life being ods in which ''Much Ado About Nothing" has 
broadcasted aaoss the nation on a daily basis. Her struggle been produced. 
with the issue is not completely resolved by the film's conclu· While it is difficult pinpointing the exact 
sion, which can be interpreted as a realistic and positive starring roles of the show, because almost all of 
aspect of the Stem's screen relationship. the characters play an intricate part, the focus 
"Private Parts" is sometimes intelligent and sometimes ties on the interaction between Beatrice, played 
crude. Either way, however, you will find yourself laughing. by junior Jane Rupp; Benedick, played by junior 
There is something abQut Stem that makes you want to Jeremy Beck; Claudio, played by freshman 
watch, no matter how disgusting you find him. Matthew Balthrop; Hero, played by sophomore 
Director Betty Thomas should be credited for telling 
Stem's tale in a way that prevents it from becoming a fo~ 
for self-adulation. While there is a fair share of Stem patting 
himself on the back, Thomas manages to ease it into the 
movie without it seeming abswd. 
Throughout "Private Parts," Thomas uses an objective 
viewpoint to add the necessary documentary feel to the 
movie without talcing away ill cinematic uality. What results 
Even If you aren't a die-hard Stem fan, this movie is Sarah Lyon; and Don Pedro, played by Sag. 
worth seeing. lf you are a Stern follower and haven' t seen , . .. ·•' 
"Private Parts" already, you will be happy to know that all of Much Ado About Nothmg r!f"S W~~ 
:is a good blend of tru WI ' ·~~ ............... . 
. .. 
the lesbians, fart jokes and half-naked groupies you have tlm>uglr Saturday, at 8 p.m,., wrtlt a midmght 
come to expect are all tldt. Who wo\dd ~anuth;"g less ;, ,1 flhow.omSaturdmTand a mahnee on Sunday at 2 I - - --r-· }' .. L~.. ' ~ p.m..:r;rKetS~6· . I 
.. . 
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I'm Not Your Papa, 
I'm the Four Star General 
·= fllll• 
-
CALL 433-3776 
4UNMAINST 
HBG. VA. 1a01 
HRS: 
~ 11:00AM-1:00AM SUN-THUR 
. 11:00AM-I:OOAM FRI-SAT 
• z 
Ask for a College Special 
20" 4-Star General 
. College Special $9.99 
16" 4-Star Large $
6
_
99 College Special 
41 
14" 4-Star Medium . 
College Special $5.00 
12'' Submarine Sandwiches 
Ham&Cheac 
Italian 
B.LT. 
Pizza Sub 
Roast kef & Cheese 
Steak&Cheac 
Turkey&Cheae 
I Classic Meatball 
Watan Meatball 
VeggieSub 
Cheese Sub 
All Subs lndude: 
IAttuce, Tomato, Onion, 
Cheese, Italian Dressing, 
Mayonnaise, Mustard. 
$5.19 
Mushrooms & Extra Ch.eae. •• so 
Bacon & Extra Meat •••••• 1.00 
You could also enjoy 
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings, 
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner, 
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx, 
and Salads. 
bands to compete 
MU fraternity, JM's present Localpalooza 
by Eliubeth Cothen 
contributing writer 
JM's is about to serve 10 new special-
and you won't be able to order them 
go. 
On Saturday, 10 bands will assemble at 
bar from 5-10 p.m. and duke it out for a 
prize. This battle of the bands, known 
as Localpalooza, is sponsored by PHi 
amma Delta. Proceeds benefit the 
Harrisonburg Foster Care Program, a net-
providing funds for foster children. 
The groups competil)g are the Bygones, 
Pinfold, Sakkarah, Laughing Song and 
Dance, Virginia Coalition, Spilling Dew, 
Box Turtle, Alicia's Mad, Baker and Long 
Stem Daisies. Most of the bands are from 
Harrisonburg, with Alicia's Mad hailing 
from Northern Virginia. Baker and Long 
Stem Daisies call Blacksburg home. 
;Derek Vlcko, a member of Phi Gamma 
Delta and the event's organizer, is very 
pleased with the selection of the groups. 
"There was more interest than I expect-
ed," he said. "I put up a few fliers and 
soon Baker from Virginia Tech was calling 
me. The phone was ringing off the hook 
for a couple of weeks. It was amazing; I 
couldn't believe it" 
JMU senior Bobby Burke, drummer for 
the funk-rock band Box Turtle, was one of 
the people Vlcko contacted. 
'
11 ftgUre<:f, cool deal, let the people li&-
ten to the music/' he said. " I'm not the 
kind of person who is concerned with win-
ning or losing ... we're just looking to 
have a good time." 
More is to be gained from the gig, how-
ever, than additional fans. The winning 
band takes home 30 percent of the profits. 
The remaining 70 percent will go to the 
Harrisonburg Foster Care Program. "The 
money raised will go into an account used 
by the charity to provide funds for field 
trips, band instruments and other items 
the children normally couldn't afford 
through state funding,"said Matthew 
Mertz, president of Phi Gai'TUl'la Delta. 
The fraternity will ~imburse itself for 
expenses, but is not making any money 
from this event. 
Vlcko said he was motivated to orga-
nize the event because he "wanted to do a 
charity that was something fun people 
wanted to go to." 
He selected JM's as the Location 
because, "after they got in trouble with 
their liquor license [under previous owner-
ship), I figured they would be looking to 
improve their image [in the community]," 
Vlcko said. ''A charity event like this is a 
great way to do this, and the owner has 
been Vjry supportive and excited to host 
Localpalooza." 
Jon Waterman, owner of JM's, said, 
"'t's for charity, so I didn't charge them to 
host [the event). It' ll bring in some extra 
business on Saturday, ruso." 
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority also helped 
out by c"OOtributing money for fliers. Ace 
Music 'N Electronics donated equipment 
for the performance. 
Admission to the Localvaloozo battle of tlte 
bands is $5. You must be 18 or older to attend. 
~ ~ 
You Are Cordially 
Invited 
To College Park-Ashby 
Cros~ing's tt Annual 
"Roommate Rendezvous"! 
To BE HELD ON March 20, 1997 
FROM 5:30 p.lll. UNTIL 7:30p.m. 
Let us ~elp you find a roommate 
for next year! 
Come enjoy free pizza & drinks 
& meet other people looking for 
roommates 
AT Colleg~ Park-
Ashby Crossing.L~L .. C. . .. 
~1235 F Devon Lane 432-100~~ 
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ART 
BJ\NDS 
-
)o-"M.F.A. Degree Exhih•rions: Carol Pelletier and Millicenr Young"; 
Sawhill Gallery - Monday-Friday, free. 
,.. "Artwork by Kelly Anderson and Aliclajaynes"; Zarkle HOuse, Artworks 
Gallery- Monday-Sunday, free. Opening reception Monday, 7 p.m. 
,.. "Concepcual Art Gmup Exhibition"; Zirkle House, The Other Gallery 
- Monday-Sunday, tree. 
)llo-CARESTOCK beneflt ctmcert: The Offi<::e- Mond\\y, 6 p.m., $5. 
,..Gunnar Mnssblad & Friends: Dave's T avema - T udday, 9 p.m.•mid· 
night, $2 e<wer and $3 minimum food purchase, 564-1487. 
,..Blues night with JMU professors and students: l>.1ve's Taverna-
Wednesday, 8-ll p.m. free. 
,..Carmen & Megan Haszard: J. Willoby's Roadhouse- Wednesday, 9 
p.m.-midnight, SH-3644. 
,..Localpalooza benefit concert featuring 10 bands: JM's Bar & Grilt-
SaMday, 5 p.m. $5, '133-8537. 
)o-The Contemporary Dance Ensemble in concert, featuring c~reograpy 
by dance majors, f.lculcy and gue&t anist-Thursday-Saturday, 8 p.m., 
admission wnAc $5. Por tickets call X 7000. 
,..JMU Symphony Orchestra &JMU Chorale benefit concert for WMRA: 
Wilson Hall Auditorium-Tuesday, 8 p.m., $6 gcner.1l admission, $4 for 
students, faculty/staff and children. Call x 7000. 
~JMU Flute Chmr: Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditonum- Thursday, 8 
p.m., free. 
,..Trombone Choir- Wilsnn Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free 
)o-Qrafton·Stovall The2tre: "Set If Off," Tuesday· Wednesday; "Citizen 
Rurh." ThursJay; "The Crucible," Friday-Saturday; "'rpheus," Sunday, 7 
p.m., free. All other shows ar 7 and 9:30p.m., $2 unle$5 otherwise noted. 
)o-Rcgal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Sling Blade," "Rerum of the jedi," "Jungle 
2 jungle," "The Emp1re StTikcs Back." Shows $'1 before 6 p.m •• $6 after. 
Call 434-1107. 
~Regal Harrisonburg 3. "Donnie BrasGO," ~Marvin's R/lom," "Privare 
Pans," "Absaluce Pnwer." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after Call '133-1200. 
T~E ,.. "Much Ado about Nothtng" at Th~tre II runmng Wednesday-Sunday, 
.l ~~ .l '\. 8 p.m., midn1ghc Friday and matinee Sunday, 2 p.m. Tickets are $3. 
If you would lil<e nn tvenl {t«Mtd m A ns Weekly, drop off in/CYnTWion m !he Anrhon:y-Seeger Hall 
bGserMTU c/o the Aru S«fion. • 
Perunallzedt H .. h'¥ trained, 
computerized •tudy expett teaeh•r• who 
!)lm .. , tftlloiWI to yout lmow the te•t• 
1ndlvldu"l t~d•. lntkfe •11«1 out. 
PtOVMI method•, 
au•nrrtMd to 
ntiM your •eo11J, 
Classes begin IVlarch.19 and May 6. 
(~ull foday for 1uore iufortnation! 
the leader In test prep and 
adnllaslons counseling 
5'@1 ..... 
1·000-KAP·TEST 
www.k om 
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Roommate 
Search 
1991-98 
Schoo/fdear 
lit I' I • I II ' 
B l.l I I< II H ; I. I II< I .. I \ ( . 
Do you need your 
allpment checked after 
hanhwlnter ~
Our. alignment teclmlClan 
bas over 26 years of 
experience. 
Let as=~ car running 
s tagalnJ 
. ----·······-·····-, $5Hoff 
Front-End Alignment 
$1Qotoff 
Four-Wheel AHgnment 
Call for appoiDtme.at 
You're Ned 
u:plres: March 31st'"' 
··················-
~--·····-········· 
: OO&Fnter : 
I 
: Change : 
: $1695 : 
: OD Change, with up to s: 
1 Quarts ofOD 1 
I I 
I expires: March ]JSt 1. 997 I 
'··················· 
·TOYOTA'S RE 
" ... The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides' More Smoothly And Feels 
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -Auto Week, june '96 
'1he RAV41s A Fun-Junkie's Dream Machine." ·Car And Driver, April '96 
. ~T J. 
ENTERTAiN 'fOUl 
Come se~ our new pool room! · 
Don't forget: DAILY SPECIALS M-F 4-8 p.m • 
TUESDAY 
8 p.m.--close 
Rick Seamster 
MONDAY 
8 p.m.--close 
Jazz Night 
Brian Larson 
NO COVER 
CHARGE 
---RKABLE RAV 4 
''Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Cast Ch:um Between Car And Truck. This 
Lirtle Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." .1Car And Driver, April '96 
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality" -Car And Driver, July '96 
There's More. Your RAV4 Can BeA2-Door Or 4-Door,AFront-Wheel 
Drive Or A 4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up 
To 5 And Cargo, Too. 
TOYOTA RAV4 ••• IT·s OUT THERE AT YOUR 
~,~ovorA TOYOTA DEALER NOW! SimplyOBest 
omen gymnasts Win state championship 
Suarez lead Dukes to 
over Radford and W&M 
by Daniel Nemerow 
staff writtr 
women's gymnas tics 
rn brought the State 
rrrpionsh ip home to 
...-~ ... " nhura Sunday, defeating 
COllege William and Mary 
Radford Un ivers ity a t 
Gymnasium. 
"This is a g rea t feeling," 
captain Kathy Aiken said. 
is is the meet that we look 
rd to every year, ou r 
rivals are in state, so this 
we look to." 
The Dukes were led by Aiken 
finished first overall b y 
no lower than eighth in 
event and taking fust on the 
beam with a score of 9.8. 
_.,,m;~,n Ashleigh Suarez also 
an important role in tak-
third overall for the Dukes. 
"We try not to compare our-
to other teams, we try to 
beam, Suarez took second with a 
9.75, and Keri Erazmus finished 
third with a 9.725. 
On the parallel bars JMU was 
led by sophomores Mara 
Clamage, Shannon Bagley and 
freshma n Kathlen Bellino. 
C lamage finished fi rst with a 
score of 9.725. Bagley was secmd 
with 9.7 and Bellino took fourth. 
"We have a lot of dep th, we 
have a really big team for gym-
nastics, and that depth helps us," 
Aiken said. 
Performances on the balance 
beam and the uneven parallel 
bars were key to taking the title, 
according to Burke. 
"Vault is our weakest event 
and we start there," Burke said. 
" It is a good place to start 
because we get it over with anci 
we go on from there " 
t our own scores and aim 
"Suarez said. 
]MU took advantage of strong 
on the beam and paraUel 
in order to take the title. 
Aiken fin ished first on the 
The ffukes d isplayed a very 
balanced team and had conbibu-
tions from many gymnasts 
which helped in the title cause. 
Six different gymnasts had at 
least one top five finish. 
The Dukes will travel to 
Philedelphia for the ECAC 
championships Saturday. 
KYLE BUSS/stmor photographer 
JMU freshman Kathleen BeiUno performs on the uneven bars during the Dukes' state championship 
meet Sunday. Bellino finished In a tie for fourth In this event with Michelle Ubero from Radford 
University wfth a 9.600. M~n Clamce and Shannon BaeleY of JMU took first and second, 
respectively, In the event. Their acores combined for a meet-record 189.975 first-place score. 
en's gymnastics falls to William & 
ary in state championships again 
LAURA SOULAR/smior plwtographcr 
U junior Greg Bosch competes on t he pommel horse during Sunday'a VlreJnla 
Championship meet. Bosch placed third In the event with a score of 7.65. 
by Melanie Maness 
contributin..Jig~....t_ur_i_te_r ___ _ 
The JMU men's gymnastics team start-
the season with high hopes of upsetting 
powerhouse CoUege of William 
Mary 
Yesterday, the Dukes feU short of that 
with ,a loss to the Tribe in the state 
Last year, the Dukes narrowly missed 
beating William &: Mary in the state cham-
pionship. This year, they fell prey to the 
new code implemented at the start of the 
season by the gymnastic's worldwide gov-
erning board. 
The new regulations require gymnasts 
to add and improve upon their current 
routines. The idea behind it is to keep the 
sport challenging to the gymnasts 
"This year, William &: Mary and JMU 
are sitting together trying to crack the new 
code. Three years from now, we will be 
back to trymg to break one another," JMU 
men's gymnast Paul Baker said 
Despite the loss, the men fmished the 
day with a season high team score. Coach 
Roger Burke considered the loss "some-
tlung that is definitely disappointing. But I 
am proud of the guys here because they 
did their best.'' 
Though the JMU men narrowly missed 
a team title, they did finish strong in the 
individual competition with senior gym-
nast Chris Golden (still rings), sophomore 
Tun Bulleri (floor exercise) and junior Greg 
Bosch (vault) all earning individual titles. 
Bosch set a state meet and JMU record 
with a 9.65 on the vault. 
" I had a pretty good day. I learned how 
to hil the horse right and it made aJJ the 
difference. I have a real chance at making 
regionals now," Bosch said 
Next weekend, the Dukes host the 
University of Chicago and the Tribe in the 
National Independent Championships. 
The meet provides the Dukes with another 
shot at the Tribe. 
"Illinois is reaUy hot now. They are in 
the top five m the east I feel good about 
our chances," Bosch said. "We are looking 
forward to getting one more crack at beat-
ing William and Mary." 
With one crucial meet remaining and a 
healthy team, the men are poised for a big 
victory next weekend. 
DrieseU has good' 
interview Friilay 
at Georgia State Univ. 
by John M. Taylor 
assistant sports editor 
-
Apparently, there's a market for 65-
year-old basketball coaches with close to 
700 wins. 
Former JMU coach Lefty Driesell 
intervtewed for the vacant men's head 
basketball coaching job at Georgia State 
Uruversity Friday, and evidently made a 
good impression on school offidals. 
" lt went well," GSU Athletic Director 
Orby Moss said "We had a good visit " 
The call from Moss was reportedly 
one of many Driesell, who was fired by 
JMU March 5, has received since becom-
ing available. 
Driesell is just one of the candtdates 
for the Georgia State job, which opened 
up when the school came to a settlement 
with fonner coach Carter Wilson 
"He's one of a various, small handful 
of people we're going to talk to," Moss 
said. Moss said he planned to talk to 
Larry Finch, former Pittsburgh coach 
Paul Evans and Ricky Birdsong, most 
recently of Northwestern. 
The Panthers compete in the Trans 
America Conference (home of the NCAA 
upstarts College of Charleston) and fin-
ished 5-10 in the conference, good for 
fifth in the West diviston. They finished 
9-17 overall, with one less wm than they 
had the previous season. 
Driesell, who has been on the nad a 
lot since his termination by JMU, could 
not be reached for comment. 
' I 
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-Homemade Custard 
Style Ice Cre~m 
Rl•ht on Wolfe St. 
Just past Post Office 
lfE IN THE 
fAST LANE 
$3.00 Rides - Group Disc 
• Parties • Rush Events 
• Informal Groups 
The Area's: 
BEST Food 
BEST \'al•es 
BEST Nlgh~Ufe 
12-10 weekdays, 
12-11 weekends, 
open every pay. 
Pnone434-TRAX 
2065 South Main St. 
(Next to C Mart and Dukes Plaza) 
2061-f Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall) 
Harrisonburg . (703) 432-3699 
\ \'our Llne-IJp Fer Fun 
l 
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Barrick, Lefty similarities easy to ignore · 
W hen Jim Hanick was fired from his t..d cmdUng position at the Uniftnity of California at Los 
Angeles biSt NOvember, I made what I 
thought, at the time, was a joke to my 
roworlcer, 5mtt. 
"'Hey," I said, "'TheR's the number one 
candidate to replaCe Lefty ... 
At the time, that statement was met 
and delivered with laughs and "Yeah, 
righf"s. "ye ollittle Wtli 
To the IUiprile of ~ in the college 
basketball world, Harrick sUrfac:i!d as a 
candidate for tbe JMU head bUketbaU 
coaching ~-llit M& He dJd this 00 
his own.~ telling lhe Daily Nftw..RI!mrrl 
he would caD JMU himleJf if the powers 
that be didn't call him first 
There are startling parallels between 
this unfolding situation and that which 
brought former head coach Lefty DrieseU 
to this same campus &om the University 
of Maryland in April 1988. DrieseU, of 
cou.r.;e, left under the cloud of Len Bias' 
death from a cocaine overdose. His pro-
gram at Maryland was weighed down 
with academic underachievement and 
numerous player convictions. He was 
forced out of the coach's office and into 
administralim. / 
H.anidc left his last job under duress, 
also. He went to dinner with five of his 
players and two recruits, as weU as five 
other people. The recruits and three ol the 
players were there legaUy, according to 
NCAA regulations. Two others, Charles 
O'Bannon and Came7oo Dollar, were there 
too, but their ptesence was not legal. The 
big problem occurred when Harrick filled public statement to the news media con-
out his expense aanmt and lied, pUtting ceming his contract for the 1997-'98 basket-
the name of his wife and an assistant's ball season before having any discussion 
wife iraead of the two players. with the W\iversity concerning the status 
Harrick's lie caught up with him. He of his contract, N Carrier and athletic 
asked his assistant coach to help him cover Director Don Lemish said in a joint state-
up the lie, and he did, once. The second ment March 5. · 
time assistant Michael Holton was ques- JMU wanted to gain national recogni-
tionecL he cawd ~sealing his boss's fate. tion with Driesell, and it didn't really 
Harridt lied to his superiors three times work. The program never really made it 
before being 6mi Nov. 6, 1996. "big-time." 
AD ol this presents an in~ quer If the school goes with Harrick, it 
tion: does.- ---~---------------.. would be try-
JMU want to ing to cap-
do go~ ture that 
this Again? recognition 
One of the again. It 
quotes that would also 
still stands out immediately 
from Lefty's gain more 
introduction credibility. 
to the JMU Harrick has 
community done some-
was from thing Lefty 
JMU President Ronald Carrier. He told aD never did at any of his three stops - he 
those in attendance on April 6, 1988 to won a National 0\a.mpionship in 1995. At 
"remember who is in charge here." the time, he was a media darling for finaUy 
In the end, that was a major part of the breaking out from under the shadow of 
problem. JMU men's basketball had the 'Wizard of Westwood," John Wooden. 
become Driesell's program. He made the lhat was in his seventh season. One year 
schedule, he got the players he wantEd, he later, he was gone. 
tried to handpick his successor. It was a Many thought Harrick's firing from 
loosely run ship, where direction could UCLA was too much for the crime - 1 
changeonawhim was one of those people. He did try to 
Fmally, he made what was perceived as cover it up, though, and if you are familiar 
a power move by the administration, and with American history, a cover-up will get 
it was the last straw. "We were quite sur- you worse than a aime every time. 
prised that Mr. DrieseU chose to make a JMU forgave Driesell for his past trans-
gressions, whatever they were, and it did-
n't work out. Now JMU needs to give 
Harrick that chance, too, because it stands 
to be even more profitable. The man has 
won, plain and simple. Lefty never even 
made it to the Final Four. Harriclc wiU 
bring a different style to ]MU's basketball 
program, to say the least. He comes from 
jet-set Los Angeles, he has an agent and he 
made dose to S400JXX> per year at UCLA 
But Harrick will also bring a different 
style of coaching basketball, one that's 
rarely been questioned. Saturday night, 
none other than Dick Vitale was singing 
his praises, talking about Bruin coach 
Steve Lavin and all of his talented players. 
Vitale pointed out that the man who 
taught them the game is currently out of a 
job. "To the athletic d.irectors out there -
give Jimmy Harrick a call," Vitale . 
screamed into the camera. "You can't go 
wrong." 
Well, Jimmy Hanick is already calling 
JMU. He has locaJ ties, hailing from West 
Virginia. He will bring a broader recruiting 
base, having worked on the West Coast. 
And did I mention he'd won? It seems to 
be a no-brainer from there. Let him know 
from day one who is in charge, and don't 
let things get out of hand. 
It will be JMU trying to go big-time, 
part two. Something tells me it won' t have 
to wait to see if the third time is the charm. 
fohn M. Taylor is a senior mass com-
munication major and tile assistant sports 
tditor. He'd love to see Jim Harrick sitting at 
tile tnd of tl1e Dukes' bench. 
·colonial coaches hit uneinployment line 
by John M, Taylor 
assistant sports tdilor 
The JMU men's basketball coaching vacancy was just 
one of four that developed recently in the Colonial 
Athletic Association. 
The University of Richmond fired head coach Bill 
Dooley March 5, the same day Dukes' coach Lefty Driescll 
was canned. American University head coach Chris 
Knoche resigned from his post that same day. George 
Mason University fired head coach Paul Westhad 
Monday, March 3. 
What distinguishes these coaches from DrieseU is none 
of them succeeded during their tenures. Despite the 
knocks oo JMU's nine-year head man. he woo - DrieseU 
compiled a 1.59-111 record while at JMU. His counterparts 
weren't so fortunate. 
Dooley ex~ some early success at his alma 
mater but never reached the heights of his predecessor, 
Dick Tarrant, a perennial NCAA spoiler. Dooley's first 
squad went 1~14 cweran in the 1993-'94 season and 8-6 in 
the CAA, good for fourth place in the confere.nce. That 
effort eamed him CAA Coact\ oi the Year honors. 
It was downhill from there for Dooley's Spiders, 
though, as he put together back-to-bade 8-20 seasons, fol-
lowed by this year's 13-15 squad that found itself bac1c in 
the tournament play-in game. 
Ridunood Athletic Director Clluck Boone decided not 
to renew Dooley's oontract, even after the Spiders gamely 
battled through the CAA tournament's ~lay-in ~me 
before hitting the waU against Old Dominion. "While I 
have much respect foe Bill Dooley, I find it necessary to 
make a change in the leader.ihip of our men's program at 
this time,"" Boone stated in a press release. "'1his was a 
decision which was made after much review.H 
Dooley finished with a 43-69 record after four years at 
Ridunood. 
Westbead had to deal with the specter of his past suc-
cess at other institutions and never came close in any of 
his four seasons at George Mason. He compiled a 38-70 
record over those seasons with a top mark of 11-16 in the 
1995-'96 season. This didn't meet the expectations of 
Athletic Director Tom O'Connor. 
"After a qualitative and quantitative review, we have 
decided to make a change in our men's basketball pro-
gram/ O'Connor said in a press release. HOur recent 
results are not indicative of the goals we have set for the 
program. We want a better experience for our student ath-
letes and want to be competitive annually in the Colonial 
Athletic Association.u 
Westhead, who coached the Los Angeles Lakers to an 
NBA World Olampionship in 1980 and had a successful 
run as head coach at Loyola Marymount University, never 
got his run-and-gun style of play going at Mason. 
Personnel loss to academic problems, off-the-<:ourt inci-
dents and injuries marred his tenure. 
"' did my best to raise the level of basketball at George 
Masoo University," Westhead wrote in a statement. "Our 
coaching staff worked very hard at turning a down pro-
gram into a winner. Unfortunately, r was not able to com-
plete the task.,. 
Knoche had the second longest tenure of any of the 
departed coaches at seven years. He had one winning 
record during that period- the Eagles went 15-14 in 
1990-'91, his inaugural season as coach, and finished third 
in the CAA at 8-6. 
Knoche never broke even again, and he ends his career 
at American with a 77-118 record. 
"I think the time is right for both the university and 
myself to move in separate directions," Knoche stated. '1 
am proud of my accomplishments as a basketball coach 
and to have had the privilege to be associated with so 
many outstanding student-athletes. I wish AU well and 
look forward to my next endeavor." 
Knoche had been involved with the Eagles' basketball 
program for 18 years as a player, an assistant coach as 
head coach. 
"Chris has decided to pursue other interests, and we 
respect him for that," American Athletic Director Lee 
McElroy said. 'We thank Chris for his service and contri-
bution to the university as a student athlete, coach and 
alum." 
All four schools have begun searching for new roaches. 
I 
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With the ttend for the 21st c:entwy firmly rooted 10 ~. a career with MCIIS 
an otMous choice. From telecomn"'unnC to netwclftcirC to the ~emet. MCI -
Information T~ Is 1eactrc the Wfli to the most compeheusiYe lnncMitlons t. history. 
Whether you're a~ senior~ for ful~ WCfk or a student~ tot IWI 
Internship, if you ~ an lnfotmatJon tec:hnclkleY baclfWOund and en energetic. creatlYe and 
professional. we want to talk w4th you. 
A.s a wo11cklass company, MCI offers excellent benefits and compensations. If you're 
ready to use your education to Impact the future. con-
tact your Career services office for more Information 
about our ono(ampus Information sessions and Inter· 
views In the spring. MCI Is proud to be ao equal 
opportunity employer. M/F/OfV . 
·---* MCI. 
. (<i;·' ~ 
-; www.mci.com 
.... " ~"" .:-:::~ . 
~-----------------------------~=0--~-----
---. ~--·· 
lb1s ~ CD pbycrlnltio from 
Kenwood can bt )'01111111 lbt lhitd 
o( four Stucklt Sa~IIIIJ' Jl\'e-iiWiyS 
dw. ya To m~er. 11mply ~
lind mum dli1 rtJIStniiiOII fonn. 
WIIWI' to bucl«1ed May 1. 1997. 
, 
~relay tum aapete at 
NCAA OWnplonSitips 
Senior miler Samantha Bates earned 
All-America honors with her eighlh-p~ 
finish at the NCAA Indoor Track and Field 
~Marth 8. She set a school 
record in the pre1imb:wies with her time ol 
4:4076, the third fastest time among the 10 
qualifiers. . 
Bates a.llo ran the flrat leg of the dis-
tance medJey relay. which turned in the 
serond-best time in IChool history. Other 
team members were senior Tamarra 
Stewart and sophomores Sara Carpenter 
and Bethany Eigel. The squad's time of 
11:25.13 earned it AD-American hooors. 
\\ ()\II"·...., II""'"' 
JMUsplltstwo 
weekend matches 
The women's tennis team recovered 
from Satwday's 8-lloss to West Virginia 
by defeating Temple University 8-1 yester-
day. 
JMU (5-3) received singles victories 
from Tory Schroeder, Karen Pioikowski, 
and Chrissy Travlos. 
Oara Hoinkis, Corinne Ogrodnik, and 
Jamje Marlowe also won their respective 
Mon. 3117 1\Jes. 3118 
Bawbell: 
~Hartlord 3 p.a. ft. Hutlont 
t..cro.e: 
ft. Priaeetoa 3 p.m. 
Men· s tennis: 
at American 2 p.m. 
Home games in bold. 
matches agahW the Owls. 
In Saturday's match against the 
Mountaneen, Marlowe was the only sin-
IRes~ to come away with a victory. 
I~ '"I· B \1 I 
Dabs dJop two out of three at 
. Old Dominion 
Old Dominion defeated JMU 6-5 yes-
terday when Monarch Tony GseU scored 
on a suicide squeeze in the bottom of the 
ninth inning. 
The Joss drops the Dukes to 11-10, 1-2 
in the Colonial Athletic Assodation. 
Freshman Nic Herr (2-2) pitched the 
final inning and a third for the Dukes and 
took the loss. 
Senior Ttm Bouch started for JMU, giv-
ing up five earned runs in seven and one 
third innings. 
The Monarchs' winning run was set up 
when Gsell led off the ninth with a walk. 
GseU advanced to third on Herr's wild 
pickoff throw, after which JMU intention-
ally loaded the bases. 
The Dukes won game one of Saturday's 
doubleheader 5-3 but f'ell to the Monardls 
in the nightcap, 1-0. 
Junior right-hander Travis Harper (2-0) 
paced JMU with his nJne.hit, seven-strike-
out performance in the first game. 
Offensively, junior Greg White and 
Wed. 3119 Thurs. 3120 
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freshman Richie Rodarmel each had two 
hits and an RBI to lead the Dulces. 
The Monarchs scored three runs in the 
eighth inning of the losing effort 
Game two featured flawless ODU 
pitching. Sophomore righthander Brian 
Brantley tossed a seven-inning no-hitter to 
lead the Monarchs. 
ODU scored the lone run in the third 
inning, scoring from third off of JMU 
sophomore catcher Bob Smoker's error. 
The Dukes start a two-game home 
series with Hartford today. 
JMU wins W&M Invitational; 
Yard places third 
The Dukes came away from this week-
end's William & Mary Invitational with an 
11-stroke victory. Led by senior Kathryn 
Yard's third-place individual finish, the 
Dukes dominated the 12-team field with a 
final score of 6'79. 
Yard's rounds of 80 and tr1 placed her 
only one stroke behind second place fin-
isher Lotta Jonson of UNC-Greensboro. 
Other top scores were Danielle 
Zahaba's 168 (T-4th), Julie Russum's 172 
(11th) and Kristin Dollenberg's 178 {17th). 
The squad plays April 6 at the Duke 
Invitational in Durham, N.C., then at the 
Penn State Invitational April12. 
I~\( 'R()SSF 
Eighth ranked Dukes upset 
fourth ranked Penn State 
The JMU lacrosse team defeated Penn 
State lQ-9, Satwday in State College, Pa. 
All-American senior Shelley Klaes led 
the Dukes with three goals, but it was her 
two assists that was her biggest contribu-
tion. 
Klaes assisted freshman midfielder • 
Julie Martinez on the tying goal at the 6:36 
mark. Three minutes later, she fed sopho-
more Jenn Ball for the winning goal 
Junior goalkeeper Kate Brew made six 
saves for the Dukes. 
JMU soph~more Megan Riley scored 
two goals and passed off for one assist 
The game was as close as the score indi-
cated, with five lead changes throughout 
the afternoon. 
The Nittany Uons made a final attempt 
at a comeback when Michele Dejuliis 
scored a solo goal with 2:56 remaining. 
With two minutes left in the game, 
Penn St. intercepted a JMU pass, setting up 
one last Nittany Uon offensive possesion. 
However, an unforced turnover gave 
the ball back to the Dukes. 
The Dukes improved their record to 2-0 
and will host Pri..n<Eton University tomor-
row at Resorvoir Street Field. 
• 
--- - I-
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Hepatica \Mike Earls 
THIS 15 A ~fTTY I I>ON'T /<NOW, LJH#\T, PtR.f. Y()(J 
GooD f'Affl. rf.f 6Ema~G~ u~eE 80 Y£A«s 
()(..() RX~fS£ oco//TE.EZ, IT~ 
P~RnfS. N~rSA~ __ ....,... __ 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
Here On Planet Earth \Scott Trobaugh 
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CAU.a.:> ~~~Ft<:. ~ 
SNArs, '' "RtJr .'JbW trs 
·~n=tc GoLr£H ~." 
WHAf'S ~...rn 1HF OWJ'iE"? 
Dregg Marco in Space\Setb Friedman 
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f}li£ji(£>tf*i Ill '{o\JR 
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FOR RENT 
u..MIIIlr ..... -····-Fumlthed Of unfurnished. Apple Reel~ Inc. (540)433-e578. 
Colelfl ~c.-
4 or 5 BR townhouMS. "'-nllhed. 
Apple RHt Estate Inc. (540) 4» 
9576. OM_... .. ...,.._.._. 
next door to c:ampus. currently 
avetlable. $250/mo 432-6391. 
5 811 lMI••nftJ o..t, wnher/ 
dryer. dithwMher $200/ltudenl. 
Furnished 433-2126. 
31R Ulllwef'lltJ Court, washer; 
dryer, dishwasher. available 
Aui&USt 433-2126. 
TOWill_.- 4 MIIID-11 2 1/2 
baths. swlmmln& pool. tennis. 
Ml)dlson Manor. can 434-37to. 
28R A~. l.RA, $460. 
$476. 3BR Duplex $810. 48R, 
2BA Duplex $920. All with A/C. 
W/ D. Dlshwuher end Disposal. 
Rent IncludeS wetef, 18Wer & tniSh 
removal. 584·2851 or 
http:/ ;users.eot.c:omfjmurental 
J.N!......-
434-18'47 9 •.m.- a p.m. 
2BR Apt S380/mo 
or S1g()fperson 
38R Apt $450/mo 
or $150/person 
All ..,a...., CMINII.._. 
OM of tM cloMet OOftllllu• to 
..,, 
Owner /MiniCefl 
The &ood apll(tlnlntS ao first, 
so c:ome by end let U$1 
Female I'OOftllllllte ,....._ tor '97· 
'98 year at Madison Square. Your 
own bathroom end bedroom. Low 
monthly payments. Interested. can 
x4846. 
Bedroom lVII .... ...,.., 
U. Place. Call Amoz, 674-4539. 
NegoUible low rent. 
5 Bedroom Townltouae -
FumlsM<I: walki~ distance; $190-
250/month: 1 year lease (8/97· 
8/ 98), washer/dryer· (703)450 
5008. 
Sublet In Ashby Cro11lnt thiS 
summer for $150/monthl Call for 
cletalls. 434-0877 
Unlvefllty Pillet 3BR. 2 baths, 
completely tum•shed. kitchen 
appllanc:es. full size washer. 
dryer. $225 ehare bath, 52.45 
pnvate bath. lndlvadual leases 
6/1 / 97 or 8 / 1 / 97 . no pets, 
roommate plac:ement, 1·yr lease 
433-8822. 
MIIIIIIOft e.are - 3 bedroom 
townhouse 8YIIIable for the 1997· 
'98 sc:hool year! $230/personl 
Call Kate at Funkhouser and 
Aasodates 434-5150. 
'-" .-..e -bit bedroom, 
private bathroom, huae walk·ln 
dotet, lrHloule Wither a'ld dryer, 
May throu&h Aucust or eny INif1 
ti'Mnln. flrlce neeotlablel Pleale 
call Owllty at !564-15MI 
,.... ..... -,.. 1997. ()Ide 
Mil. Cell Tamara 434-6801. 
o. ....... ........., .... 
$200/mOnlh, 2 bllh, 'Wfllfllrll~. 
dash washer. 3 roomrMtea. Call 
Jamie 432.()690. 
.....,_ luiMt- The Commons, 
three bedrooms. Cel1574-2248. 
Be4troo"' Awellallle- Summer, 
Fore$t Hills. Cell Cree 568-7454. 
Necotllble lOw tent. 
Unlwentlty '*• - 4 bedroom 
apartment available tor the 1997 
'98 school yelrl $215 per person 
per month, Includes wat«, sewer, 
and trash removal. Call l<lte at 
FUnkhouser and Assoc:lates 434-
5150 
FOR ENT 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX 
Adjacent to JMU 
Avata.ble Aucuat 4 
887-9375 
Sublet avalellle NOW-A.ueuM -
The Commons. S235/ month or 
best offer. Call 433-3481 or TriSh 
at 703-807·1891 • 
FOR SALE 
Great ''Ices, New Ho11daa. 
HarrisonburJ Honda on the Net • 
HllP:/ ;ttome.rlca.net/thuollwtllia 
ms 
Hancf.wrapped ........ caMiea, 
beautlfvll Qlft 6 TMft, 227 N. 
... 
Qow•t Foreclost41 homes from 
pennies on $1 Delinquent tax, 
repos, REOs . Your area. Toll free 
(11 80().21&9000 Ex\. H-3727 for 
c:urrent usunas. 
EVTU 141bwoofw, 400w, 18•. lilt 
wheels, It Klcksl $500 433· 
0103. 
Mualc Foatu 4·track $500, 
Mac:kle 12 channel mlaer $300, 
Kent~ky Mandolin S150. Fender 
Squire Bass $200. Call Bruce 
434-1520. 
Loft $12& with Free niChtstend 
and shelf. can Kim x5065 
CLASSIFt:Ebs 
HELP WANTED 
...... ._. ......... 
,.. l1mL /It Home. Tollfta 13» 
218Q(XX) EIC. R3727 b a.-. 
U.000. NIIIILI TY"tNI. Part 
nme. At Home. Toll Free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext T-3727 tor llsqs. 
t1.100 ...-., potential matu,. 
our c:irc:ulars. For Info call 202· 
298-1135. 
c•UIIE 6 LAND-TOUR 
~- OiSCOIIer how to 
WOf1( in exotlc: loc:atlOnS, meet tun 
people, while earning up to 
12,000/mo In these excitlna 
Industries. Cruise Information • 
Services: 206-171 3654 
Ellt.C53251. 
NATIONAL 'ARk a.LOYMIHT • 
Won! in Amenca·s Nlltlonal Plll1ts, 
f'«ests & Wildhta PreseM!S. Our 
materials uncover rewardln& 
opportunities In the outdoors. 
Call: 1·206-971·3620 ext. 
N53258 (We are a research & 
pobllshln& company). 
lntem Etarope IIIII'IOyntlllt -
Teach basic: c:onversellonal 
Etl&llsh In Praaue. Budapest or 
Krakow. Our materials uncover 
many rewardln& teachln& 
opportunitlee with areat benefits. 
For Information: (206) 971-3680 
ext.KS3259 (We are a resewch & 
publishing company). 
lacltlnl 111-er Joll wllh 
houslnl. First Come, Cook's 
position r'#OW IV8IIable. Kitty Hawtt 
Pizza • Kitty Hwk. N.C. 
..... ~M11GI ............. to 
&room and elCefCisl ehow horses 
234-8101. 
IUMMER JOBII FEMALE AND 
MALE CAM' COUNIELORI 
needed for outstandln& Maine 
<:amps! c.u.4P VEGA for ltfl$ and 
CAMP CEDAR tor boys. Each 
localec1 on macnaflcent lakefront 
seru~ w1th except100a1 fac:ilttles. 
()WI( 100 positions at eech camp 
tor heads and assletants In 
tennis, basl<etball, baseball. 
volleyball, soc:cer, Iecrone. toll, 
field hoc:key. roller hockey. 
swimming, salllna. canoelna. 
scuba. water·skllna. archery, 
wel&ht training. athletac: trainer. 
journalism. photography, 
ceramics, crafts, drama. danc:e 
oau, tap, ballat), nature study, 
backpacklna. horsebac:k ridang, 
ropes c:ourse. trip leaders. 
mountain biking, flftery. aeneral 
(w/youngest <:ampere). Also 
lookang for sec:retarles. 
maintenance, kitchen Camp 
dates approJC. June 21· Au& 21. 
Top Salary, room, board, laundry, 
c:lothln&. and travel allowance. 
MEN-CAM' CEDAR for boys, 
.1758 BeacDn Strut, Brookline, 
MA02146, c:cedarme0aol.com, 1-
888-844-8080 
WOMEN-CAMP VEOA, PO Box 
1771, Duxbury. MA 02332, 
J~.com. 
http'//campvega com. 1-8()().838. 
VEGA. WE WILL BE ON THE 
JAMES MADISON U CAMPUS ON 
TUESDAY. APRIL 1 , IN TAYLOR 
HALL ROOM 302 from 10 a m. to 
4 p .m NO APPOINTMENT 
NECESSARY. 
FIIH T.JHIRT + U,OOO Credit 
card fundralsers for tnnemitlea, 
soronues & lfOUPS. Any campUS 
oraanizatlon <:an ,., •• up to 
11.000 by earnln& a whoppin& 
S5/VISA application. Cell 1-800-
932-0528 ut. 65 Qualified callers 
receive Free T-shllt. 
NO 
Few IliON ........... -
8llletlftce ......... tM 
......... of ..... 
......... ~·WOfk.et· 
--~GOMiottM 
Bitter .............. Inc., 
at (703)34N411. 
Harrlaonburl co111,any lllrlnl 
c:ustomer service representatives 
to market tralnln& materials to 
or&tniiBtions around the countty. 
lndlpeodent woc1dn& erwlronment. 
lnterestt~ ec1uc:at100el products: 
video, books, CO·ROMI. Very 
llellble Mn 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., 
15·20 hours per week. We are 
located downtown, welkin& 
distanoe from JMU. Startlna pay Is 
$6 per hour plus bonuses. Apply 
In person at 122 SouttJ Main 
Street, Suate 208. 
Co-b Rellhnu.t ........, Camp 
needs Male and Female cabin 
counselors, Adventure 
Counselors, Canoe Instructor, 
Swim Instructors, Horse 
Instructors and Health 
Coordinator, Located outside 
Greensboro, N.C. for more 
lnformallon call John 11 (910) 
349·1445 or e-mail at 
~.net 
•••-r r.,loy•e•t - need 
depend~ enef8et~C people for 
packln& and loadlnl household 
goods. Lon& hours. will train. 
Pullen Moving Company. 15461 
Farm Creek Or., Woodbrld&e. VA 
(703) 494-8100. 
..... .,., lafttiHient, C.Okt -
Flexible hours available, 
sophomores or juniors. Must be 
able to work this summer end 
some luncheS 
Tottr Gulllll Wooted - No 
experience necessary. Weekend 
and weekday work. Muat have 
dependable transportation Call 
for appointment. EndleSs Cevems 
896-2283 . 
Ballroom dance lnatructor 
poelttoft IVIlleble lmmedaately « 
for fall or summer Cali4J3.7127 
BOSTON BEANERY - Openln& 
$OOt1 in Staunton. The Beanery is 
n<WI hiring tor all positions. Apply 
tn person at the Vlr&lnla 
EmplOyment Office In Harrlsonbufl 
or AshersVtlle. 
Entbualoatle, Outfolof, Good 
Dr!Y,in& Record. Able to ttft 75 lbs 
To :Ytor1c at Canoe Outfitters Ful~ 
part time. call 540.743-4159. 
D .. ce Instructors poaltlon 
av11lable for fall or summer 
Experience preferred. Call 433 
7127. 
Wanted: Full Time and part tame 
help In Water Bottling Plant. 
Immediate openin&s . Endless 
Caverns 896-2283. 
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It )'OU'ra Interested In ~an 
and ec:t1v1t1es for school-aged 
chllchn OWlf the unmer months. 
- C*1 help! ChlldCara Comectlon. 
Roc:lon&Jism Memorial Hospital's 
child care resource and referral 
service, will connect you with 
parents In the Hamsonburg area 
who need your servlc:es for their 
children over the summer. 
Students ln early and middle 
educatlol\ , health sc:aenc:es. art, 
music. social wonc and more can 
&et hands·on experience while 
eamln& money for the summer. 
C8ll 433-4531 or ~top by our ottlce 
In the baSement of the WJne.Pnce 
Bulldln& (next to RMH VIsitor's 
Oec:k). Monda)"Thurlday, 9 a.m. · 4 
p.m., to fill out a r~C~stratlon form. 
WANTED 
.,_... ,.., ,....... to the Chanty 
Found8Uon Tax Deductible Chanty 
foundation. Inc. 540-432~53. 
Lovlnl, Devoted, Chlldllla 
Married Couple Wishes to Adopt 
Baby. Will provide needed help If 
we can help each other please <:all 
Meg and David c:oUect, (703)491 
8882. 
LovlnC couple wishes to 
lldGpt en lnfMt. w.lnC to 
comply wtth ell edoptJon 
lllws. c.ll collect M•• ...t 
DeniM. 703-7~8142. 
ADO,nON - Lovan •• Childless 
c:ouple (colleCe &f*kiat.es) hope to 
adopt a white Infant Into our 
Christian home. Please call collec:t 
(540)942-4029. evenln&a. 
w .... elliS .. ,.,.., 187-1171 
A .............. ...._ 
. ...,.,.. ........... ....... ,....., ..... _ ...... .._ 
... ............. tualtlw,.. 
..... ,.,. ,.. ..., • ,.. c.W. w. 
...................... , ...... 
0......0.. .. - ..... --. Wll 
,_......., ....,, ,._ l.twMip 
,.. .... ,_....,, ........ .._ 
1 ....... 1NI., (70S) 3.1HML 
Do yott like to alnl? Seventh 
Heaven, 1 female a c:appella 
1roup, as tookin& for new 
members. Anyone Interested. call 
x5543. 
SERVICES 
Gnt.t Party Music /Professional 
OJs/ Nataonal OJ Connection I 
Cell 433-0360, 
Rock CllmblnC Clnses at Every 
Bo(ly's Gym. Get reody for sPrtng 
season 574·2496. Instructor: Nell 
Curtis. 
SEEKING FINANCIAl AID? Don' t 
llmat )'OUr poulblltt•es f« ftnoncial 
a~dJ Student Financ:tal Sen.tcca 
profiles over 200,000+ anchvldual 
awards from pravate & public 
sectors. Call 1 800 26 3-6495 
eltl 1'53255 (We are a research & 
publishang c:ornpany). 
17 per hour plua $150 per 
month housln& ellowanc:e . 
Leraest rental service on 
the Outer Banke of North 
Carolina (Nags Head) Call 
Dona for appllc:at l on and 
housln& Information 800· 
662 2122. 
Rocktown Entertainment 
Syst.me - Music and lights for 
parttes, formals 433-0103 
PERSONALS 
Melroee Partlea, Formale, since 
1985, we play the Mal 
433-0360. 
NUIIIU/ ,.fadlal Island, $379. 
Air. Hotel, Transfers, Patties and 
Morel Ofii'IIZe small aroup • earn 
FREE trips plus c:ommaslonsl Call 
1-800-9BEACH-1. 
••• ADOP'TIOH••• 
"Ctllldren Frtencll)'" 
Parent Hopefuls: 
Mned tO yen Profenlooel 
£duc1100ns Mom ~ Home. 
~M~ Fam41y-lo-8e. 
~ 10 )'OUt ntedt. 
,.._ c.a ()of-. .. aiUdc 
1-8Q0.484.6.ol32 code 639e 
Apartment avaMablt In ex~e 
tor babysitting reference~ and 
parental approval requettad, 
please <:all Kathleen Bell 433· 
0776(H), 432·1234(W). 
The ...... 1 Oft tlte ...... """ 
and panel 41ecusslon whl<:h 
waa orl&lnally scheduled for 
Monday , Marc:h 24 , •• 
postponed to Monday. April 14. 
It wltl be presented at the 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 
p .m. Look ror upcomin& 
BREEZE announcements. 
C ' M 0 H a 7 I X 
AIA. !AlE. KL ThankS tor the St 
Patric:k's Celebration I AtT 
AXil BlrtlldaJ Willies to: LOIS, 
Marta , Donna. Kate, Shannon 
Wa , Melissa B .. Kathy, Risa, 
Jac:kle and Molly 
AXA ond tN - Thanks for the 
areal mixers 11'118 Weekend! Love 
AXO 
Subscriptions to The Breea 
are available! 
For only $30 for third class 
mall. 
or $75 tor first class mail. 
you can rece1ve a full year of 
The BNUe. Please send your 
name. address & money to: 
The Breeze 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
.. 
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Met' IJurr.rr SIJm. YtJu.. 
su.~<£ !-!All~ se-come 
Come o v~ 70 my 
A!J:JC£ ~~ SotiTI/P'IatJ 
Mtt> S7ZIO'f 70tJAV 4NO 
yt;u CAA/ use 7}1£; 
tvASHe-7< AND..lWYe.t<. 
; 
WHILE ~ti~E. . -met<€. 
/ $ ~''• '(~d u~~; 
I o_.-1 rJl 
Every Apartment Comes With A 
Full-Size Washer & Dryer 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
Apartment comes with: 
• Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Full size Dishwasher 
I I 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
and by appointment 
869 8 Port Republic Rd. 
432-0600 ~ A ~ 
Stop by 
The Commons 
Rental Office, 
or call432-0600, 
and make a 
move to luxury! . 
